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01IAPTER I 
IJTRODOO~IO!f 
~ im'e.~9£' .2:t ~kOO! §ll~ r£ote1n-Sma~ Ion tut eraoti9D 
Studies ~ B101oS1oal Soiences. 
Fran the standpoint of biology, blood serum proteins have 
many functions in the ciroulatory system. One of their most 
interesting properties 18 the ro~e tilat they playas trans-
porting agents for chloride ion (1) f 1od1d(t ion (,). merouric 
ion (2), steroids (',4) f Ul.'ea (5), and sino ion (6), and man;, 
other physiological ar~ non-physiologioal entities. 
Importanoe <:J£ interactions of va:r:ious drllgS with blood 
serum proteins has been analyzed to the greatest extent in 
oonneotion with pharmaoological problems. Notable work in 
this direotion has been done bY' storm van Leeuwen (7), 
Bennhold (e), DaVis (9), and Goldstein (10). A number of 
aspeots of these interaotions have been studied. To begin 
with, there have been problems oonneoted w1.Jjjh the effeotive 
oonoentration of a drUg in the presenoe of serum. proteins. 
Seoondly, the possible role of protell1 complexes in trans-
porting substanoes from one part ot the body to another has 
been sought. Finally, the influenoe of protein binding on 
the excretion and general p~.1,tenoe of small moleoules ana. 
1 
r 
2 
ions in tissues bas been widely oonsidered. 
Presumably, the biological aotivity of a drug is dependent, 
at laast in many oases, on unoomplexed drug molecules. Ev-
idently, a.s more biologioal processes begin to be Viewed on a 
molecm.lar level. the value 0;( irrte:raotion studi£l$ will be 
extended. 
Ohem1oa! J~peots 2! Pro"ficin mIld.1va Sl! Sma.ll Ions. 
The a.ims of a chemioal study of ·the in"texaations of 
proteilW with relatively srruillar iona comprises ~he following, 
,) Determination of the number of intexaot'.ng moleoules 
that are held by a given protein molecule under specified 
enVironmental conditions. 
2) Deternlina't1on of the maximum number of 51 tea on a 
protein molecule available to a given interacting species. 
') Therm()dyttamiC consideration of the strength of the 
bond between the protein and any given intera.oting s-peoies. 
4) A qu.antitative statement as to the effeot 01" the 
environment on the energy at oombinat10n. 
S) Quantitative information on the struotural eharaoter-
1at1os of the intera.cting moleoules whioh favor combination 
with the protein. 
6) Quantitative eluoidation of the molecular and OOll-
figurational natureot' the site on the protein at which a 
.",~ .f' 
given species is bound. 
Sp.t!!!!!977 S!t ProcedUres. 
There are many methods which are available far studying 
protein interactions. They are oonveniently dj:V1ded into 
two maingrou;ps, Il.atlely, the precess of studying protain 
interactions by ohanges in the smaller inter8.ot1ng moleoules 
and the process which studies ohanges in the bS]:lavior of the 
protein. The first category inoludes tile followingr solu-
bil1ty, reduction in thermodynamic aGt1v1ty (equilibrlum dialy-
Sis, ult~iltration, ultraoentr1tug3.tion,· dUrtr1bu:b10'l1 between 
phases f eleotromot1 va force measurements). Iligration in an 
electrio field, polarographic redu.ction, d1f':fuB1on. changes 
in speotra, and biological aotivity. Methods whioh are 
dependent u.pon o.ha.nBea in the pl."'Opert1es ~ proteinS inolude. 
changes in spectra (titration O\:o:-"1os, Shifts in iso-ioniC pH). 
optical measurements (speotrophotometry. refraotometry, light 
s ca.ttering, opt1oa.l rotation). osmatic preas~'e, sedimentation. 
electrophOresis, preoipitation, vi8oos1ty, surfaoe tension. 
magnetio properties, and biological aotivity. 
Of the above method3 vnlioh waul€} most olosely resemble 
the state ar a:f'fairs in a liVing system wi thatlt itself being 
a liVing system, the equilibrium d1a.l~"'SiS prooedure was be-
lieved to be most appropriate. uenoe. this method was plokecl 
to study the interaotions of local anesthetics ana blood 
serum. proteins. 
4 
Use:tUluess at the method for demonstrating protein inter-
aotion with salts VIas first sham. about 50 years ago by 
Osborne (11) and later by Northrop and ID..u:l1tz (12,13,14) 1r1 
studies of metal-protein ocr.J.Plexes. !'!any reoent investiga-
tions of other protein interaotim:~s ha~\1'e aleo adopted this 
technique (15 t 16) • A fairly recent application of eqU111 brium 
dialysis to the st'L1.dy ~ organic ions wc.n th'3.t of Klotz. 
walker, and Pivan (17) who maasu.red the extent ~ binding of 
sulfoTh'lte anions frot:l. l:';ethyl orange and azooulfatbiazole by 
bOVine se:ruJ~ a.lbumin. other sfgnif:tcant work v;1th o:rgan1o 
ionS includes tha.t by Teresi and Inck (18) and the investi-
gations of Klotz, Gelewitz, and. tr:rQuhart (19). A list at 
other chemioal moieties which have been nhown to interact with 
serum a.lbumin 1s shown in Table I. 
Teohn1g,ue Sl ~u1l1br1um p,faJ.;ys1a. 
Its mentioned previously, this teohnique is depend.ent on 
a red'u.ction in the thennodyrk'1JrIio activity of the intGraoiiing 
substanoe. The apparatus, in its simplest form. oonsists at 
two compa.rtrnents separated by a membrane. 1th1s dialysis 
membrane is prepared so as to allow fice pel1etr~tion of small 
1nteraot1!1-G molecules only. First, a protein solution is 
placed 1n one oo.'Upartment ~9:i1d a solu.tion of relatively smaller 
molecules in the other. At equ.ilibrium, the total m:unber a:r 
.~'" r 
small molecules p eX' unit voluine ill the protein oan.partment 
5 
TABLE I 
LITERATURE SUMMARY OJ' mmu.OTIOIS BmWBEl' SERUM ALBUMD AD 
VARIOUS ORl1XlOAL ENTITIm. 
gpem,i~ Jp.tit;t 
Adenine 
Adenosine 
Adenylio A01d 
Alkaloids 
Aromati0 oa.rb~ AcidS 
Barbiturates 
Oalo1um 
Oopper 
Dod801'l Sulfate 
B!Jtrogena 
Fatty Acids 
Penio11l1na 
Phenol Red 
Sultonam1des 
Sulfonated Azo DYes 
,II. terature RttarenO! 
notz (20) 
notz (20) 
natz (20) 
Beutner (21) 
Teresi (18) 
Goldbaum (22) 
notz (2') 
natz (24) 
Putnam (2S) 
Boe1tt1ge:r (3) 
Boyer (26) 
T~8et1; (27) 
Grol 1 man (2B) 
van Dyke (29) 
notz ('0) 
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will be greater than the total number of small molecules per 
unit volume in the original small moleoular conv;>a.rtment, This 
is a result of an interaotion occurring between the protein and 
the small molecules. The binding data are assembled into ap-
prqpriate graphic representations and the equations of multiple 
equilibria are appl.ied to ealau.late the degree of binding of 
the small molecules with the protein moleau.les. If no inter-
action should oo~ between the small molecules and the protein. 
the ccm:oentration of the small molecule in the one oanpartment 
iTi th thepr otein should be approld.mately equal to the oonoen-
tration of the small moleau.le in the other canpartment without 
the protein, at equUibrium, within Um1ts of experimental 
en-or. In this latter cas., application of the equations fctr 
multiple equilibria is not pOSSible since the degree of binding 
of the small moleoules with the protein moleoules is negligible. 
llt11B! l1ses\ a This S'!W11. 
The drUgS used in the investiga.tion belong to a. olass 
known as local anesthetios. Looal anesthetios are drugs which 
in suffioient ooncentration are oapable of blooking nerve 
oonduotion along both sensory and motor :fibers. When ca.refull.y' 
controlled ooncentration is w.Hltd. it 1s possible to produoe 
loss of sensation withou.t motor paralysis because senaOl:7 
:fibers are always affected before motor fibers. Moat local 
anesthetios, when used properlt, oan produoe anesthesia in 
1 
a certain definite portion of the body without producing a 
systemic effeot. Some of the anesthetic agents exert not only 
a. local action but also a oentral one. The synthetic agents, 
however, have slight effeot on the central nervous system_ 
These synthetic agents are the type of drugs whioh were 
chosen for tlns study_ 
The partioular drugs whioh were conSidered are: 
1) Procaine-HCl (Novocaine.H01) _ It is 2t-diethyl-
aminoethyl-4-aminobenzoate hydrochloride. 
2) Butethamine-HOl (Monocaine-H01) (31,32). It is 
2'isobutylaminoethyl-4-aminobenzoate hydroohloride. 
3) L1do~~ine·HOl (Xyloca1ne-H01) (33,34)- It is 
0(-diethylamino-2,6-aoeto-xylidide hydrochloride. 
4) Mepivacaine.HCl (Oarbooaine-BDl (35,36,37,38)- It 
is d,1-N-methyl-pipecolic acid-2,6-dimethylanilide hydro-
chloride. 
The chemical fonnulas of these compounds are shown in 
Table II. 
The most cammon group of local anesthetics is composed 
of complex n1 trogen oontaining compounds. Their structures 
all conform to a general confi&'1lrat10n and three groups and 
linkages are recognized in their molecules: 1) An aromatic 
nucleus; 2) a nitrogen atom or nitrogen conta.ining hetero-
cyclic nucleus; and 3) an int'ervening Side chain which 
8 
TABLE II 
2) Butetl1SJnine.UCl ~0002(OH2)~OR(OR3)2·HC1 (Monooaine.OO1) 
9 
separates these two. One or two a.toms of nitrogen, usually 
in the form of an amino group, are alw-ays present in the 
molecule. The amino groups, which are usually tertiary or 
secondary, confer basic properties to these derivatives. The 
majority of local anesthetics of importance are esters or 
amides. Of the local anesthetics used in this study, procaine 
and butethamine are esters, while lidocaine and mepivaoaine 
are amidas. 
Proteins ~ m This ;3tudl. 
In regard to the stable protein complexes, much attention 
has been directed toward interactions between native proteinS 
and small orga.nic anions, since many small molecules of 
biological importance normally occur as charged species in 
aqueous media. The nature of these interactions varies tran 
the extreme specificity of serological reaotions to the 
conq;:>arative non-speoifioity of serum albumin with regard to 
struoture (39,40), size, and isomerism of the small organio 
anion. S~rum albumin is an outstanding protein in its 
ability to bind anions in a vttry general, non-specific way (41). 
There are several other proteinS f such as beta laotoglobulin, 
etc., which approach the binding at'finity of serum albumin, 
but they are not as interaotive, and the great majority of 
proteins Will not form oomplexes non-specifically with or-
gania anions (42,43). 
10 
Interaotions of proteins with small neutral molecules have 
been less extensively investigated but combinations with the 
smaJ.l non-electrolytes have been observed (44). Pasynskii 
ancl Chernyak (45) have desortbed. ocnbinn.tions of small neutral 
molecules and "the serum. globulins a.nd. albumin. Also, 1"t bas 
been knoVln for some time that cholesterol, soma of its esters, 
find rela"ted s"teroids form. canplexes with se:cu:m a,lb'll.r1ia and 
globulins (46). 
Investigations of cationio interaotions with proteins 
have been relatively tew as compared with the extensive 
studies dane rl1"th organio anions. Reoent work indicates that 
interaotions viith oations show some similarities as well as 
some major differenoes to interaotions with anions. Quan-
titative comparisons of 'binding ability by the equilibrium 
dialysis method show, however, that among ions of equal size, 
organio cationio dyes are bound much less than orga...""1io 
anionio dyes b7 plasma. albumin (19). On the other hand, 
Glassman (47) has observed that long chain detergents fom a 
sto1eh1ometrtc complex with plasma a.lbumin. in 'which the 
number of detergent molecules oorresponds olosely to the 
nu.rnber of carboxyl gr0UJ;>8 on the protein. 
VariOUS "Jrganio compounds, a.s has been pointed out 
preViously, are eUect1ve local anesthetic agents and their 
usef'u1ness in the trea'tmerrt of patients has been demOD.-"3iirate4. 
'"'' 
11 
On the other :r~ certain limitations to the effectiveness 
of -the drugs have resulted :from unfavorable side effects w.t.ci.oh 
develop in some patients fallowing increasing ooncentl."a:tions 
of' the dru.gs. If these side effects, which may become quite 
serious in sotle patients and result in necessary withdrawal 
of the drugs, oould be eliminated. then the usefulness of the 
drugs could be grea;tly extended. AS has been stated, the 
plasma proteins. by interaoting with small organic ions and 
molecules, render them biologically inactive. thus decreasing 
the oonoentration of free drug and in turn reducing the toxic 
e:ffeots.. A.lso. the interac·tion between local anes thetics and 
-the plasma proteins would aid in the transport of the oOllU>oundS 
frw one part of the body to another as well as reducing the 
ra.te of excretion of the oamp oundS fi"om the animal body. This 
investigation was undertaken in an effort to de'\jermine the 
extent of interaction between looal anesthetics and two read1ly 
obtainable purified proteins, namely, human serura alburrdn and 
human serum gaw.na globulin. 
The .L l¥l?ose .2! Tl~ ~~91. 
In the Jight of the previous d1scusoions of' this intro-
duction, the pu.:r:posa ~ this ntudy on the interaction o:f 
pX'oteins wi-th looal cmestihet1cs wan to detCl."'r.line the extent, 
if any, of the bindilJ.g ot: certain m1lall se:t--um proteins t:ith a. 
seleot group of local anesthetio agents. Another a.speot at 
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this investiga.tion was an attempt to oCL-rrelate the extent ~ 
the interactions with some of the properties of local~_'l.nes­
-t;hetics in re:t'erellce to theil.~ a..:;.?proa.ch to an id.er~l a.."Lesthetio. 
The o.bief properties of an ideal local a.nesthetic 1t:i~l be 
discussed la.ter, but let it be said here that one cr..n.raciier-
istia of an ideal looal anes-the'tio a.gent is that it be devoid 
o£ any allergy produoing ohal:'a.cterist1cs. Gines allc:-..~gies 
may be due to an a:ntibody - antigen reaotion, it may well be 
that the binding of a looaJ. anesthetic by a. serum p::C ote1n 
leads to the production of a .foreign pro-tam wi'J.oh in -Gum 
1n1 tiates antibody :fQl."rD.t1.tion against this f'oreitiIl p::coteinj 
henoe, the result 1s an allergy reaotion. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUBD 
The introduoti an of cocaine as a local anesthetic into 
the arsenal of therapeutios is one of the great landmarks 
.. in this field. Wohler, the well-known ohemist, whose pupil 
Niemann in 1859 isolated cocaine, wrote in 1660 I "The 
ocmpound has a bitter taste and affects the nerves 01: the 
tongue in a peoul1ar way, 1:or a short while making the site 
of application numb and almost devoid of any sensation." 
However, this observation was not utilized until the Austrian 
ophthalmologist, Karl Koller t in 1884 established the local 
anesthetic properties of oocaine on the eye. In the same 
year oocaine was used in dentiStry by Hall (48) and within 
a year for al.l kinds of surgery, as reported by Halsted (49) 
in 1885. But a number of side effeots of the drug were 
notioed, such as, intOxication on overdosageVJi th oonf'usi on 
and halluoinations, or in other oases oonvulsions, respira-
tory and oirculatory failure, the risk of abuse, and deterior-
ation of the oompound when being sterialized. Within the 
first 5 years, 115 oases of intoxication, inoluding 10 
fatalities were reported. It was these developments, then, 
that aotualized the searoh for,~ Jiew substanoes whioh Vlould be 
13 
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equal or superior to oooa1ne in their anesthet1c propert1es 
but w1th less inold0noe of coorpl1oations. 
one contr1bl.,tion was the oombination or (looaine with 
a<1renaline, which prololl6&d the anesthetio ef1'eot. and thus 
impl1ed a deoreasf;i of 'the amCAmt injected. Another c.ontr.L-
bUtion was the :1ntroduot1on of a new series of anesthetics, 
ohem1oaJ.ly related to !>-am1n.o-benz01c aoid, starting with 
procaine (novooaine) t introdUoed by Elnharn in 1905, an4 
followea by ben.zooaine. pantoca1ne. tutooaine, butyn, mono-
oaine ('2.50), met7Ga.1ne. and others, 3ust to mention a few 
of those most loy us ed. 
el 
In 19". two Swe8.18h 0hem1sts, Er4tman and LOfgren. 
while s1ft"thes1z1ng indole der1va't1ves nO"t1oe4 an. isomer of 
the alkaloid gramme (4ozsax:ln) to have an anesthetio effect, 
when tested on the tongue.. In 1937 .. fourteen substanoes 
belonging to th1s series of an1114es were reported. Theu 
anesthetio properties were established by U. S. von Eu.ler. 
Oon:t1nued researoh with these oaDpou.nds le4 to the synthesis 
of x;ylooaine in 1946 followed by its introduction into 
clinical work (,,) in 1948. 
Oarbooaine is a local anesthetic agent deeo:r1bed by 
Eokenetam. lIgnltr, and Pettersson (37) in 19,6. Garbooaine 
belonge to Ii. group of cyoJ.10 £10168 with pipeoolic acid aa 
"',~ r 
11:8 ao14 o~oneut. !he nitrogen in the piperidine %'11'18 
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is meth;ylated and its aranat10 oanpanent oons1stf;! of a band 
By ana.J.ges1a is r;enerally mea.nt insensibility tu pa.::1n, 
whereas other sensations as beat and oold, itohing, t1ngl.ins, 
vibratory, and ld..nesth«:.t10 sensations are generally n<Jb in-
cluded in the tera. Pain is US'lltiLlly oonoeived as a. sensation 
produced 1) peripherally by a st1muJ.us a.oting on the minute 
sensory- :fibers whioh 18 2) oonc1ucted. along special pathways, 
larger and thicker f'1ben. to the spil"lD.l cord and ') to a 
reoeption and perceptie.n oen:t;e:r, localised in the superficial 
layer of a well defwd region af' the brain. the precentral 
gy:rus. Acoordingly, the sensation of pain can be inter.rtlPte4 
at any part of this sJ1S'tem. General analgesia in:t;errupta 
pa1n sensations at the oent .. (,J , whereas local analgesia 
prodUces painlessness ~ acting either at the periphery [1] or 
[2] t the latter by block1Dg a main nerve, as in spinal anes-
thesia. where the large nerves leaving the spinal oanal a...""1Jt 
blocked, that is, are made 1noapable of conducting pain a..."'l4 
other sensory sensations. 
:t!he oanmon local anesthetics are arganio bases. Since 
they axe not readily soluble in water and since their solu-
tions are not stable, the looaJ.a:nesthetios :in practical 
anesthesiology a:re usea in the :form of sal'ts, for the most 
"",~ r 
pa:rt as hydroohlorides. It has been advocated by Gros in 
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1910 that the anesthetio effect is produoed only by the anes-
thetic bases n.nd. by Txevan and Boock in 1924 and. Gardner and 
Semb (51) in 1935 that the potenoy of an anesthetic is directly 
prqport1o:na.l to -the amO'Ul'rli at free base present. 
The exact knowledge of the efi'ioienoy of local ·e.nesthetios 
under olinical oonditions is, oontrary to what would be e:xr-
pected, very slight. Only scattered 1D:t'onnation obtained by 
d1fferen1; t7,Pes of laboratOl:7 e.JIPer1ments is usuall.T available. 
M081; local anesthetics have been invE)stigated with the aid ~ 
several methods and a multitude of figures are to be found 1n 
the l1terature~ It is of pr.1.mary impartanoe to realiae that 
data obtained with each of these methodS can be direotly oam-
pared on.l.y' with data obtained under 1dsxrt1.oal elCPerimental 
oond1tiOtlS. and cannafi without great care be related to results 
arrived at by other means, as bas otten been done. Even with 
the St2llllG method dif'ferent warkers do not always obtain pre-
cisely identioal resul"tfj (52,5,.54) It pote..'rloy values arrived 
at in ~al exp&r1menta caunot be directly assumed to be 
valid fC1r 'man even if e.lf;per1enoe shews most anesthetics to 
display the same relative eUeot in different mammalian speoies .. 
For final oonolUSions,. eJq)eriments m'ttst be carried out on ht:una.n 
subjeO't3. Unfortunately. there B!'e :few methods sui-table :tor 
tlU.s we. At best,. only a gene::al idea o:f the clinical value 
~ ...... r 
~ a particular drag can be obtained with the ava.1labl.e mrihods. 
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The ideal local anesthetic should possess oertain :funda-
mental pharmaoolozio ol~acter1stics inoluding 1) local ~n~s­
thet10 propertit)S whioh make it useful ~or all types at re$1onal 
analgesia, whether tl'l..1a be infiltration, topical applioa'tlon, 
or injection about 90 nerve; 2) selectiVity ot' action, that 1s, 
the action should. be oonfined prinoipally to nerve tissue; 
3) low toxicity, :p;c)xticularly' in oonoentrations used ol:tn:tcall3'; 
4) oomplete reversibility of action, so that after its enects 
disappear t narmal :funoti on at the nerve or nerves returns ~1i th-
out an::! sequelae, 5) the drug should not oauae any 3.oca.1 pain 
during or after the injection; 6) the t1m.e required far the 
onset of a.Ylc.'\lgesia (latenoy) should be reasombly short, 
7) the duration. of analgesia should be sufficiently 10Dt~; and. 
8) it should not produ.ce 1d1oaynorat1c reaction. III ad.d1t-ion 
it should meet the follOWing physicochemical requirenents, 
1) it should be sufficiently soluble in si~line and water -to 
be easily preporablej2) it should be amenable to sterili-
zation without dectmp06i t1a.n, 3) it should be oompatible with 
vasoconstriotive drl.lgs, 4) when plaoed in solution, the (Irug 
should be stable and its aotion unimpaired by light, air, r.sr 
minor varif;rtions in pH. 
The ideal local anesthetio agent would lave all of these 
properties to tl1e optimal de~!e ... but, unfortunately, such a 
0l."U.g has not yet been made available. Although a particular 
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drug may not meet thes~ TE!J(:},ui:rements of the ideal agent, it 
may still be nne:!'u.l clL"11ea.lly it it provides oertain definite 
advantages. Thns ~ under oertain circumstanoes (for example. 
postoperative pain) one may will1ngly ocmpranise on :rapid 
onset of analgesia 1:f. the drug 1s capa.ble of produoing a 
prolonged block. 
CRA.PTER III 
THEORErIOAL TREATMENT OF SYSTEMS EXHIBITING MUIlfD?LE P.QUILIBRIA. 
The earliest 8:t;te.t~ts at investigating protein ot'lTlplexes 
indicated that more than one interaoting speoies eould be 
bound on a given protein molecule and, as a result o£ this, 
m~themat:tcaJ. treatments involving multiple equilibria were 
dltvelop$d to treat the resultant data (55). Development at 
-the pertinent equations was quickened by \,m;kers not so much 
interested in protein inten.otions but in adsorption and 
eleotrostatio processes (56,57). 
If ·~he assumption is Dade that a.ll binding sites on a 
l'Tote1n moleoule that are oapable of 1nterclcting have identical 
aff1m.t1ea :for the drug molecules and tha:t the affinity of any 
group is una:f'1'eoted by -the combination of arug molecules vlith 
other gI"CJ'QPs. several related equations oan be derived f'rClll 
the law of mass aotion (58). 
lor n sites of 1llteract1on of :x with protein p. the 
eq, nil! bria involved are 
P + X • PX, 
PX + X == p~, 
• • • • • • • 
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Pl1-1 + X = Fli. [t] 
• • • • • • • • • 
PXn- i + :x: :::: px:o.. 
In terms of equilibrium constants. the :foll~lir.g relation-
ships are obtain~d aocording to the 1:1.W of mass act1.?n: 
· n>fPX) tt) , ##:t, , 
- (~) 
(PX) (X) 
• • • • • ••• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
(PXnl 
• • *= kU· 
(Pl'n-1) (X) 
From these equations it follows that 
(P:X:) ## lt1 (1' ) (X) • 
CPXa) = ~(l?X) (X) ::; k1k2(P) (%)2 t 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
[a] 
(3] 
[5] 
(Plb.) :: len (PXn .... 1) (X) = (k,~· • tki· • .kn) (p) (X)n. [9] 
If eaoh protein site is unin:flllCtmoed by a neighboring a1 te 
and if eaoh site has the same 4rctrins10 affinity for :It then 
the equilibrium oonstants It,. · -k1" ..len are not independent 
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but bear oertain definite relations.rd.;ps to eaoh other.. For 
the :first oomplex PX, there are n possible forms of P%, de-
pending upon the particular site on l? to ~1h1oh I: is a.ttached. 
If the possible farms of PI: are distinguished by the notation 
,PX, 2PX ••• 1PX ••• ~x, and if the intrinSio affir.ity of each 
site for I: is identical, then the eqUilibrium cor..stant, k, for 
the assooiation 
p+x-,px 
is the same as that far 
P+X=2PX, 
and so on. 
(,PX) (an) 
It == -(P-)--ex-)- =- -(P-)--(X"""'-" ,. • • 
(rf'X) 
.. " -.,,~--
(PX) ,. (,px) + (aPX) ... .. • .. + (uPX) , 
so tba't 
k= (lXl ..... 
(P) (X) 
= k + k +. • .+ k = nk. 
(P) (X) .. 
n'i-11 For the oanplex p~. there are possible :forms 
depending on the part1ou.la.:r oomb1na;t;:ion of two sites on P to 
,';hieh the two X's are attached. This is obtained fran the 
"'- r general algebraic relationship far the number of possible 
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oombinations of n sites taken m at a time • 
• 
Here m = 2, so that 
The different oanplexes of type P12 may be denoted by the 
symbols 1f~~' 1.,-P~'· • -j,lP12, where the subscripts at the 
le:rt indicate the sites on P at whioh the two X's are attaohed. 
But 
sinoe the values of k, (P). and (X), respectively, are iden-
tioal. An analogous set of equil.ibrium eX,Pressions can be 
written for the oanpleXe8 involving jtlP~, from whioh it 18 
a simple matter to prove that 
(, ,2P~) = (1.'PXa) • • • • • (~.lP.X2) [1 til 
it' it is assumed that the intrinSio affinity oonstant, k, is 
the same for an.y single site taJdng up one X. Therefore, 
<PXa) 
k2 = ---....... _-(PX) (X) 
• 
[<1,2PXa)+ • • • + (~,lP12)+ • • .J 
[(iPX) + • • • (1PX) + • • .J (X) 
nen '2 ' l (1.t?12) 
:::: I 
n ( .. PI.) (X) 
Xl -! k. 
2 
For the cCltrGlex P11. 
k (.ili) 
1 == . (P11-1 ) ex) • 
I:f' n binding 81 tea are taken :1. at a time, 
For P~-1t 
Therefore, 
nt 0 .. Xl.-··.. b • it (n-i)l 
o nt 
n 1-1 = ---~-~~-(1-1) , . (n-(:1-1 )] I • 
nl 
~ = _--=n~-1::...+...:.1_. __ ..Jtk 
:1 
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[20] 
n-t+2, The faotor . can also be d.erived fran stat1st1os 60 that 
:1. t is frequently referred to as the sta.tistical fa.ctor, 
A oonveJ"l..ient rnethod. of mQa.~ur1ng the extent of oanb1Da-
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tion of small moleoule X with the protein is the quantity 
r == .. ltlQles bound X •. 
Moles total protein 
Sinoe the number of moles Gf bound :x equals the number of 
moles of PX plus twice the number of moles of P~1 etc. we may 
write 
(PxJ + 2(PX2) + • • • + 1(Pli) + • • • + n(Pxn> 
i" • [21] (P) • (PX) + (P~) + .. " .. + (Pl1) + .. • • + (PXn) 
Also, 
k.t (P) (X) + ~~(P) (X)2+ .... + 1(k,ka' .. -kt) (P) (X)1.lt ... r = 11, ... • • (P) + k1(P) (X) + .... + (k,~. • -kt)(p)(x)l+ .... 
~(X) + 2k1~(X)2 +. , -.1(k,k2* • -ki)(X)1 
r" .._+' .. ~ ,+ ZI(k1!t.2', ,', ';,l (X)1l 
, + kt· (X) + kti2(X)a +. • .+ (k,ka- "Itt (X)i 
But kt ::: nk. 
B-3 k t ~ == 2 
. .. .. .. .. . . 
n-1+1 
k1 = ... i k. 
.. .. .. .. . .. .. 
n-n+1 
kU" - n 
+- • .+ (k,k2 ' • 'ltD.) (X)n 
• 
[26] 
Therefore, 
nk(X) + 2nCn - 1) x2(X)2 + ••• 
2~ 
n Cn - 1)· • • Cn - 1 + 1) 
+ 1 - k1(X)l + • • • 
11, 
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r= 
+ n nt kiD'(X)n 
_____ -.........-.----..;;.;;nO/:..' ___ • [27] 
nln - ~) 
1 + nk(X) + 2\ ~(X)2 + • • • 
n(n - 1) • • • Cn - 1 + 1) ~_~ , 
+ ~(X ) + • • • 
1\ 
+ 
But the denOOlinatar 1s 
[1 + k(XU n 
Als 0, the numerator 18 
.. (X) ~(Z) (denominator) .. (X) ~ [1 + k{.xD [29] 
Hence, 
:: (X)nk [1 + k(Xl] n-l • 
r= 
(X)nk [1 + kcxij n-1 
[1 + k(Xfl n 
nk(X) 
r=----·· 
, + k(X) 
Rea.rrang1ng, we bave 
1 
r 
= 
1 
nk 
1 
(X) + 
1 
n 
[:50] 
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or 
Either of these latter two equations. namelY. [,2] and [',J. 
proVides a linear relationship which is useful in the evalu-
ation at n. For elt9.mPle. 1:t equation ['2] is used and ill!" 
is pJ.otted as the ordinate versus 1/(X) as the abscissa, the 
interoept on the ordinate is 1ln. USing equation [,~, if 
rl (X) is plotted as the ordina.te versus r as the abso1ssa, 
the intercept on the absoissa is n. 
~UILIBRlt1M DIALYSIS METHODS AND MATERIAIS 
ExPFimental Prooedure !/!! lJu111briw:n p;1alaie. 
fhe equilibrium dialysis method was chosen as a means of 
investigating the extent of interaction between the looal 
anesthetics and the two purified proteins J human serum 
albumin and human serum gamma globulin sinoe it appeared to 
be the most reliable of the many methods available. In order 
to determine the extent at binding, it was neoessary to have 
sarne analytioal method. available by whioh the oonoentration 
of the free, unbound local anesthetic in the protein free 
oompartment could be measured at the time that equilibrium 
had been a.ttained. 
In practioe, there are two inherent sources of error in 
the equilibrium dialysis method. First, there may be some 
asymmetry in the distribution of the small molecule, if it 
is ionic, as a consequenoe of the Donnan membrane e:f'feot. 
Suitable corrections can be made tar: the Donnan effeot, or 
an inocuous eleotrolyte oan be a.dded to reduoe it to negligible 
proportions. Also, investigation may be undertaken at a pH 
where the protein exhibits its isoele(rtiric point and the 
asymmetrio distribution ot the"'13mall ions due to the Donnan 
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membrane effect is el1m1nated. Seoondly, there maY' also be 
sane adsorption of the small molecule to the membrane but 
this oan be correoted by set1iing up oontrol dia.lyses in which 
the protein is absent and measuring the depletion of the small 
molecule from the solution. The eftect of osmotio pressure 
is negligi ble With the low ooncentrati on of protein usea. in 
these EQ;per1ments sinoe this physioal property is dependent 
on the number of particles present, which in this ease are 
relatively few due to the rather large moleoular weights or 
most proteins. 
Experiments using the method of equilibrium d1alysis 
were devised to produoe quanti tat1 ve data of the interaction 
of proteins with the relatively small local anesthetic mole-
cules. Fifty ml. samples of a buffered solution of a local 
anesthetio at several known conoentrations were pipette! 
into 200 nun. X 38 nun. Pyrex test tubes. A dialysis bag was 
prepared oontaining 50 111. o:t the protein solution in the 
same buffer as the loo~,.l anesthetio, the bag being tied at 
eaoh end. fhen the baa was immersed in the buffered local 
anesthetic solution previouslY' plaoecl in the Pyrex test tubea 
and the tubes tightly stoppered with clean, dry rubber stop-
pers. A control dialysis assembly was prepared to aecamp&n7 
eaoh sample unit to eliminate an:r errore due to a.dsorpt1on of 
the looal anestheti0 on the oellulose tubing. The oontrol 
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assemblies differed fran the experimental assemblies only in 
that they oontained 50 ml. of buffer inside the dialysis saok 
rather than the 50 ml. of buffered protein solution. All o'f 
the dialysis systems were allowed to equilibrate at a constant 
temperature of 400. This temperature was used beoause lower 
temperatures inhibit protein hydrolysis and denaturation. 
Also, many investigations have demonstrated that temperature 
ohanges do not greatly affect the extent of binding of 
ions (59). After equilibrium was reaohed, as determined by 
using a series of identical vessels and removing and analYzing 
samples at varying intervals to asoertain the time necessary 
for the oonoentration of looal t:1Uesthetio outside the ba8 to 
show no further ohange in conoentration, an aliquot of the 
solution outside the bags was removed and analyzed for un-
bound local anesthetio. 
fo dete.mine if there was significant adsorption of the 
looal ~estbetiQ to the oellulose tubing used in the dialysis 
assemblies, an analysis was made of the looal anesthetic 
solution used in constructing the dialysis assemblY. One-
half of this conoentration would represent the conoentration 
of local anesthetio whioh would be outside the dialysis bag 
of the oontrol tubes at equilibrium if there were no adsorption 
taking place. The oontrol tubes consisted of a 50 ml. aliquot 
of buffer solution oontained in a dialysis bag and suspended 
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in 50 ml. of the local anesthetic solution. The results of 
this analysis showed that there was no significanoe in ad-
sorption at anY' of the small molecules to the dialysiS 
tubing. 
An illustration of a typiMl dialysis assembly shcming 
the test tube with the oellophane dialysis bag in it is 
shown below, 
Protein 
+ 
Buf'fer 
6r--- Rubber stopper 
Local Anesthetio 
.... -- + 
Bu:f'fer 
The term "unbound drug" rather than the term "free d:rug" 
is used in these discussions in opposition to the term "bound 
drtlgtt to designate that portion of the partioular local anes-
thetic studied which does not complex with protein. The term 
Itfree drug" is employed in two utterly unrelated oontexts in 
the soientific literature. First, it is meant to distinguish 
a drug in its original state from the same drug after conju-
gation (e.g. "free sulfonamide" as opposed to oonjugated 
sulfonamide). Second, it is used to oonnote unbound drug 
as opposed to prote1n-bound ~ While this latter sense 
would conform to general usage in physical chem1stry, the 
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fonner sense is \Vell established in pharmaoology and related 
endeavors. In order to be oonsistent, oorreot, and, at the 
same time less easily misunderstood, it was believed that 
the term "unbound drug" rather tlk'1.n the term ":free drug" 
would be more appropriate in this investigation. 
Materials !s£ ~uilibr1um DialY§1s. 
After quantitative analytioal methods were developed 
to detennine the unbound local anesthetic concentrations, 
eq,uilibrium dialysis e%periments were performed to determine 
the extent of binding by the two purified human serum pro-
teins, namely, albumin and gamma globulin. They were chosen 
because the ability of blood serum proteins to bind organio 
moleoules and the physiologioal oonsequenoes of suoh inter-
aot1 ana have" been realized for I&9.llY years ( 60) • Als 0, it 
is known that of the various protein fraotions of bloqd serum, 
albumin shoW'S the most signif10ant degree of binding with 
organio moleaules and gamma globulin is usually assooiated 
with antibody - antigen interactions (61). 
1) CrY§tallized Human Serum. Albumin: This was a orystalline 
produot obtained fran Nutritional Biochemicals Carpora-
tion, Cleveland, Ohio, lot 5685 (1~ pure by eleotro-
phoresis). The molecular vleie;ht of the human serum 
albumin was taken as 7.0 X 104 • 
2) Human Serum Gamma. Globulin: This was Fraction II freD 
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human serum obtained from Nutritional Biochemicals Oor-
poration, Cleveland, Ohio, lot 2355 (96.3% pure by 
electrophoresis). 
3) Dialysis Tub1!W: The dialysiS tubing was obtained fran 
the Visking Company, Chicago, Illinois. It has an in-
flated diameter of' 36 mm. The tubing is a seamless 
produot made of regenerated oe1lulose by the visoose 
prooess. Except for traces of water, elycerin, and 
sulf'ur, the tubing is pure oellulose. It is penneable 
to wa.ter and will pennit the passage of low moleaular 
weight compounds in aqueous solution while retaining 
higher molecular weight materials such as proteins. 
Perf armance of the biuret test on. the S oluti an outside 
the dialysis bags showed that none of the human serum 
albumin or human serum gamma globulin escaped from the 
dialysis sacks made of the oellu1ose tubing. Since 
the manuf'acturer treated the material with a humectant 
to prevent brittleness, the tubing was exhaustively 
dialyzed in distilled water prior to all equilibrium 
dialysis studies in order to remove the material which 
was probably glycerin. 
4) Buffers I The phosphate buffers used in the eqUilibrium 
dia.lysiS e:x;periments were prepared fran analytical re-
agent grade ohemicals. The· concentra.tion of' the buffers, 
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!vi/15, was selected so as to be laree enoue;h to render the 
Donnan correction negligible for the protein conoentra-
tions used in the equilibrium dialysis e~eriments (62). 
The reagents tp...;'lt were used 'tvere Baker's Analyzed Potassium. 
Dihydrogen Phosphate, KH2P04' and Baker's .knalyzed Disodium 
Hydrogen Phosphate, Na2HP04.12H20. 
5) Local Anesthetics J The four pure orystalline local anes-
thetic agents used in the stud,y were: 
a) Novocaine Hydrochloride, obtained from 111allinckrodt 
Chemical Works, St. Louis, Missoari, lot 7172,JTN. 
b) Monocaine Hydrochloride, obtained from Novocol Chemical 
M3.nufacturing Company, Brooklyn, New York, lot H15. 
c) Xylocaine Hydrochloride, obtained from Astra Phar-
maceutioal Products, worcester, Massachusetts, 
lot 467. 
d) Oarbocaine Hydrochloride, olxtla1ned from Cook-Waite 
Laboratories, New York, New York, lot R-013-TF. 
Q<Hleral Procedure !J£ ~ Aogt1isition. 
In order to colleot the necessary data fox this investi-
gation, the f'ollowing general procedure was followed far 
each experiment: 
1) Buffered solutiOns of various conoentrations o£ the local 
anesthetiC lvere prepared so as to enoanpass as closely 
as possible a 100-fold to"~ 100o-fold conc~. _ C!!.- ('") 
c~ "" 
range a:f the drug. !:,; L-- '{ :~:: '\ ., 
tJf'< ~\/; .. _~~: .• :.:., ! '-',t 
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2) Two sets of <i:upllca.te dialys1s assemblies 'were set u;p 
far eaoh conoentration of the local anesthetic used. 
a) One sat of' duplicates bad blank dialysiS asSEm-
blies containing bu.fi'ered drug solutions outside 
the dialysis bags and plain buffer solutions 
inside the dialysis bags. This set aoted as a 
control. 
b) The other set of duplioates had dialysis assem-
blies containing buffered dru.g solutions outside 
the daily$1s bags and buffered protein solutions 
inside the dialysis bags. 
:5) After equilibrium bad been established, the conoentrations 
of the looal anesthetio of both seta of dialysis assem-
blies were determined by the appropriate quantitative 
methodS and the average values of the first set \"lere 
used to indicate the concentrations at the dl:ugs before 
diCl.lys.is and the average values of the seoond set were 
used to indicate the oonoentrations of the drugs after 
equ.i11bnum had been reached. Use of the first set of 
diel.ysis assemblies eliminated any error in the experi-
ments whi.oh might be oaused by adsorption of: the drugs 
to the dialysis bags. The concentration of the proteins 
o£ the second set VISS low enough to obviate any Donnan 
~ ...... r 
effeot which might occur bU.t a.t the same time high 
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enov.gh 80 that, at the highest ooncentrations of the 
drugs used, the ratios of' the ooncentrations of' the 
proteins to the oonoentrations of the dru.sS approaohed 
the ratios of these entities when found in the liVing 
organism upon injection of the drugs. 
4) :F.rom the appropriate mathema.t1cal analysiS of the data, 
the results of the exp erirnente were graphed in order to 
determine the number of statistioal binding Sites, n. 
of the d:rU.gs on the pl'oteins. if fm'3 bind1rlg docs 
indeed oceur. 
a) One method of determining n is to plot 1/r as 
1 
ordinate versus W as absoissa. \!'Jhere r is the 
ratio of bou.nd <lru.g molecules to total protein 
molecules, and (X) is the oonoentration of un-
bound dru.g molecules at equilibrium. The 
intercept on the ordinate of the extrapolated 
theoretical straight 11ne obtained fran the 
points is 1/n., the reoiprocal. of the number 
of binding sites for the drug on the protein. 
r b) Another method of determ1n1ng n is to plot 1iT 
as ordiXlat'e versus r as absoissa. The interoept 
on the abscissa of the extrapolated theoretical 
stra1gh't line obtained from the gra-ph then is 
n, the theoretioal number of binding 51 tas on 
the protein for the drug. 
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S,Peotrgehotometr1,o M~thod ~ Procaine .!!n! Bu.tetham1n~ Analysis. 
The method selected far the determination o~ procaine and 
but etha'11ine was a modit1 cat! on of' 1;11e nethod of Zollner (6,) 
for the colorimetric detenninat:Lon of dia.:::;ot1zable amines. 
Essentia.lly, the procedure consists at diazotiz1ng the free 
amino group of procd~ne or butethamine \"lith nitrous a.cid 
followed by cOUJ?ling of the diazotization produot with thJm,ol 
to yield an orange oolored :product in alkaline solution. 
Rea~~nts 1:2!'. Procaine mlSi Butetha.m1ne Jlgtenn!nat1on. 
1) 0.11 001 - The HOl solt1.tion was prepared fran DuPont's 
Hydrochlorio Aoid Reagent (,6.5 - '8.~ by weight) 
dissolved in distilled water. 
2) O.~ lff1lT22 .... ThiS sol.ution was prepared fresh daily 
:tran Bakerta Analyzed Sodium Nitrite (crystal) d.1s-
solved in distilled water. 
') 0 t2$ ~ol in 9~ Etlpno. - A 0.5" Thymol solution 
in Ethyl Aloohol was prepared fresh daily fran Baker 
and Adams, U.S .P •. , Thymol (crj1Stal) dissolved in 95$ 
Ethyl Alcohol. 
4) 2% Jff.}QtI .... This reagent was prepared by dissolVing 
Baker's Analyzed Reagent Sodium Hydroxide pellets 
in distilled water. 
E;§Per1mental :procedure t2i: Proca1n,e ml4 Butethamine DeterJ1in-
",",4 r 
atism· 
An aliquot at' the aqueous solution oontaining 0.1 mg. 
'7 
to 1.0 rilg. l"Jroct1.ine·IICl 03. .. butetharnine .HCl ~·.ras pipetted into 
a. 100 ml. volumetric :flask. In some cases where the volume 
of the a.liquot was relatively large, the solution '<vas ao1d-
if1ed, as a prelimin::lry step , with a. few drops of conoentrated 
hydrochlorio acid to destroy the buffer capaoity of the buf'fer 
in the experimental anesthetic solution. Next, 2 ml. r4 0.1 
N HOl wa.s added ;:;I.11.d the flr-lsk was cooled in water. Then 1 ml. 
of 0.5% sodium nitrite was added and the solution was allowed 
to stand for :3 mjnutes. !~·e.xtt 0.4 ml. of 0 .5~ alcoholic thymol 
solution and 4 ml. of 5% NaOH 'Nere a.dded. After mixing, the 
volume was brought up to 100 ml. vd th distilled water and 
mixed thoroughly. The optica.l density of 10 ml. of the orange 
solution was measured in duplicate with a Coleman Universa.l 
Speotrophotometer at 465 1IJl within one hour. 
A bJank s olutl on containing all of the reae;ents except 
procaine or butethar.Iine diluted to 100 ml. with distilled 
water was prepared for each set of determinations at the same 
time as the colored soluti ons containing the proca.:ine or 
'" 
butetham1ne, and tb~s blank solution waa. used to standardize 
the sp ectrophot ometer. 
Pr!!paration of ~ Stand!n'd Ourve ~ IJroc£'.ine ~ Butetham:ine. 
In ordcr to determine the ra...'t1ge over which prooa1ne or 
butetha.mine follows the Beer-IB.m.bert law, it was necessary to 
.01.. .... r 
prepare a standard curve. The standard curve was __ 'epared by 
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making up va:r:tous concentrations of procaine-HOl at' buteth-
amine-nOl and r'CL."1ning them thIoug...ll the oolorwctric procedure. 
procaine or butethamine sc11'tions contmning abou.t 0.1 mg. 
to about 1.0 me. Beyond this aI'1ou.nt at prOO3.1ne.nOl or 
butethamine-nOl in the final oolored solution -tho standard 
ourve deviated fran Beer's law w.."1d in subsequent equ.ilibJ."'ium 
dialysis expar1m.ents, the neoessary volUJ."J.es of pz'oca1ne-HOl 
or butatha.'11ine.RCl solutions were used in order ·to V'/ork within 
the range over vvb1ch Beer's law was a.pplicable. 
Da:ta far the standard ourves are given in Table III far 
prooaine.rrCl a.nd in Table IV :far butetha.rnine-lI01. The standard 
ourve :for procaine.nOl is reproducod in Figare 1 and the 
standard OU1:~e for butethara:ine-OOl is reproduced in Figure 2. 
?pectrgphotanetric Method far I4:dooaine and M9J21vaoa~e 
!nallsis t 
VariOUS organic bases are known to reaot w1th a...'1lUon1um 
reineokate reagent in ilqueous solution producing preoipitates 
I',hich cnn be isolated, dissolved in aoetone. a.nd determined 
speotrophotometxioally by meaSuring the opt1cul density at 
530 mp.. It has also been :found by O'.rtenblad (64) that under 
controlled oonditions lidocaine is readily and qucmtitatively 
prec1pita"'tjed by ammonium reineckate so that it too may be 
.tI.. .... r 
accurately estimn.ted :i.n the same fJaruler. It ltvas a modification 
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this method that was chosen for determining the concentration 
of lidocaine.HOl and mepivacaine-HOl in the equilibrium 
dialysis experiments_ 
Reagents !2r L1docain~ ~ Mepivacaine Determinatioa_ 
1) HQJ.. - 6w HOI was prepared from DuPont's Hydroohlorio 
Acid Reagent (36.5 - 38.~ by weight) dissolved in 
distilled water. 
2) .Ammonium Reineckate - The saturated solution was 
freshly prepared on the day of use. It was made by 
shaking 1.5 grams of the sa.lt with 100 mI. of distilled 
water at room temperature for 15 minutes and then 
filtering. The salt was obtained from. Matheson, 
o 01 eman , and Bell Oompany, lot A:X 1365. 
3) Acetone - Bake:rts Aoetone, N.J., was used without 
purification as the solvent far the colored 
preoipitate. 
~erimental Procedure ~ Lidocaine ~ Mgp1vaoaine ~eter.min­
ation. 
A volume of solution oontaining between 1.0 and 150 mg. 
of lidooaine.HOl or mepivaoaine-HDl is aoidified with HOl to 
pH 2 or less, and 5 ml. of a saturated aqueous solution of 
ammonium reineokate is then slowly added with Vigarous 
stirring (for every 10 ml_ of the original solution). The 
.. , .. r 
mixture is then allowed to stand for one hour after whioh 
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time the precipitate is collected by suction on a small filter 
and washed with two portions of distilled water (2 mI. per 
portion). When drained, the precipitate is dissolved in 
aoetone while still on the filter Emd the resulting Violet 
colored solution is transferred to a 10 mI. volumetric flask 
or a 100 mI. volumetric flask depending upon the amount of 
lidocaine.HOI or mepivacaine.HCl which was present in the 
original s oluti on. The s olut1 on is diluted \'11 th aoetone and 
the optical density is measured in duplicate rdth a. Ooleman 
Universal Spectrophotometer at 530 • within four hours by 
transferring 10 ml. of the colored solution to a colori-
meter tube. The spectrophotaneter is standardized at the 
same time by simultaneously preparing a blank solution 
using the above prooedure for distilled vffitter. 
Preparation g! ~ Standard Curve !Q!. Lidocaine ~ Mep1vacaine. 
The range over which lidooaine-HOl or mepivaC3.ine.HOl 
follows the Beer-lambert law Vias determined by preparing a 
standard curve. This \va,s done by mald.ng up various conoen-
trations of lidocaine-HOI or mep1vaoaine·HOl and carrying 
out the procedure previously described. The standard curve 
was found to be linear for solutions containing about 15 to 
150 mg. lidocaine·HOl or mepivacaine-nOl when the final aoetone 
solution had a volume of 10 mI. In subsequent equilibrium 
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dialysis experunents, the necessary volumes of lidooaine.llOl 
or rnt)J.ivacmne.HCl solutions wera used in order to yield 
culm'ad Z olu..1ciOl".IS 'Vvi-l;hin the range over which Becl~ t s law 
was 8:Pplioable. 
rata for -the st;cm~d OUl."VeO ~'e giver! in Table V :far 
1idoc,~dne.FiC13.nd in Table VI for mepiV'aca:i:rJ,e-nCl. The 
standaxd ourve fox lidocaine.HOl 1B reproduced in Ficu:re , 
and 'the sta:u.d.9zd eurve fOl:' uepivacaine.nCl is reproduced 
in FiGure 4. 
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fABLE III 
SfANDARD OURn DA!A lOR :PROCAINE. 001 
til11gra.ms of Procaine. Hal 
per" '90 Dil, Color. So.ut1gn. 
0.1 
0.2 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
Optical Density 
(Average) 
0.159 
0.'14 
0.460 
0.600 
0.737 
0.853 
0.962 
1.060 
1.150 
1.230 
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FIGURE 1 
STANDARD CURVE FOR PROCADTE.HOl 
0.8 
0.2 
0.2 0.4 0'.8 
Milligrams of Procaine-HOl per 100 ml. Oolored Solu.tion 
Graph of the ])ita of Table III 
TABLE IT 
STANDARD OURVE D~A FOR B'OTRfHAl~lNE.HOl 
Milligrams of Butethamine.HOl 
~er 100 ml. Oolored SoJ,utiS!l 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
Qpt10al Density 
'Avera~e) 
0.158 
0.30, 
0.455 
0.592 
0.727 
0.847 
0.951 
1.05 
1.14 
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FIGURE 2 
STANDARD ClEVE FOR BUTl!FHAl'IINE·HCl 
0.6 .t-
ori 
! 
G) 
A 
~ 
0 
0.4 ~ 
0.2 
0.2 0.6 0.8 
Milligrams of Butethamine·HOl per 100 ml. Colored Solution 
Graph of the lBta of ~able IV 
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TABLE V 
8~ Ot:J'B.VE DA.fA FOR LIDOCAINE.HOl 
Mill1grams or Id.dooa1.ne-HOl 
~er 100 ml. A2etone Solution 
25.0 
50.0 
75.0 
100.0 
125.0 
150.0 
175.0 
200.0 
Optical. Dens:1 ty (Averaae) 
0.1;; 
0.258 
0.,82 
0.50, 
0.621 
0.130 
0.830 
0.922 
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FIGURE :3 
STANDARD eURVE FCR LIDOCAINE-Hel 
0.8 
0.2 
50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 
Milligrams of Lidocaine.Hel per 100 ml. Acetone Solution 
Graph of the Data of Table V 
!ABLE VI 
STANDARD OURVE DATA FOR MEPIVAOIl.INE·HOl 
M1lUgrams O'f Mep1vaoa1ne·HCl 
P!! ~OO ml. Acetone Solution 
25.0 
50.0 
75.0 
100.0 
125.0 
1SO.0 
115.0 
200.0 
0.129 
0.260 
0.389 
0.51' 
0.6" 
0.742 
0.848 
0.950 
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FIGURE 4 
STANDARD CURVE FOR MEPIVAOAINE· HOI 
0.8 
0.2 
50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 
Milligrams of Mepivaoaine·HOI per 100 mI. Aoetoua Solution 
Graph of the JJata of Table VI 
THE EPFJroT OF OONODlTRATION OF SOME LOCAL fl.NESTHEl!ICS OJ' H'£1MAlr 
5lifiUltt ALBUMIN mTERAOTION AT pH 7.0 
fhis part ~ the investigation into the binding ab1ll t)" 
of In:unan serum albumin with procaine, butetbam1ne, lidoca1ne, 
and mepivacaine was a study of the affeot that the oonoen-
tration at a looal anesthetio has on the binding oap ao1 tJ' of 
the prote1n. For eaoh anestheti0 agent, 1n turn, a series of 
ooncentration levels at the anestheti0 was pre];)ared between 
abou1i 0.2% and 0.00. in Jf/'5 phosphate buffer of pH 7.0. 
Dllpl10ate 50 ml. al1quats at these solutions were plaoed in 
the d1a.J.ys1s assembly ten tubes outside ar the dialysis ba.p. 
Within the dia.lysiS membranes VIce placed 50 ml. aliquot. at 
0.2' human serum albumin also in 11/15 phosphate buffer of p1l 
7.0. InfO%'JJ:lat1on an the mo1S'tUre content of' htl.man serum 
a.lbumin that was necessary in the preparation of the protein 
solutions is given in Appendix I. As described previously, 
duplioate blank 8.uem.bl1es were prepare! 1n an identioaJ. 
manner with the exoeption that 1ne1de the dialysis bags were 
placed 50 ml. aliquot. of phosphJ.\\te bu.ffer without the protein. 
A dOtlble knot of the mambrane itself was used to close off the 
bag at each end. '.rhe upper oonoentration levels of the anes-
.fI..~" r 
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thetics were chosen so that the system would appro.x:1.rna.te &8 
olosely as possible the ratio of local anesthetio to serwa 
album1n tbJ.t prevails 1n the human body when these agents are 
used for 1n~eotion for regional analgesia. In othc war4s, 
sinoe the approx1ma". average oonoentration. of albutnin .in 
human serum is abou.1J 4" and approx1matel3" ~ solutions of 
local anesthetios are usually used for anesthesia, the ratio 
at human serum albumin oan.oentration to loeal anestheti0 oon-
oentra:tiian 18 2,1. Simila.rly, sinoe 0 •• eonoentra:iiona of 
human se:ram albumin were use" in the e2;Perimental tial7Bi8 
s:y8tems. and sinoe a oon.o811tra:t101\ of O.~ at local anesthetic 
outside the dialysis bas would result in a conoentra:tion of 
appro:dmately O.,~ both 01l:t814e the dialysiS bag and w:t:th1n 
the d18.lys1s bag at equil1b:t1.um, the ratio of human serum 
a.lbumin conoen:trat1on to 100&1 anesthet.10 concentration at 
equ.il1~um WCll.14 approximate a 2.1 ratiO at human serumal-
b'WD1n oonoentration to local anesthetic oonoentration. A 
oomparison of the per oent oonoen:trations and the oorresponding 
JIlolarities. used in the dialysis 62;Per1.ments, of the various 
anesthetios far the study is given in Appendix II. 
After the dialysis assemblies were prepared, they Viere 
plaoed in a refrigerator a't 40 Oentigrade and allowed to reach 
equilibrium. The time neoess~ tor the dialysis prooess to 
... - r 
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reach equilibrium was found to be between three and four days 
so that eaoh set of dialysiS eJJ;Per1ments was allowed to &qui-
l1bra:te at least four days before chemical analyses of the 
anesthetio solutions outside of the dialysis bags were oa:rr1ed 
out according to the procedt1res discussed in Chapter IV. 
A oaaparisan. of the pH value before and at'ter equilibrium 
dialysis showed that no ohange in pH occurred during the oourse 
at the experiment. The blank assemblies were used to indicate 
the exact ini:t:1al conoentrations of the local anesthetics 
since twioe the oonoentration of the looal anesthet10 outside 
o-:t the dialysis bas 1n a blank set-up at equilibrium would be 
equal. to the initial conoentration of the local anesthetio 
outside or the d1alysiS bag tor the experimental assembly. 
Any errars caused b,. evaporation of the solutions dur1ng 
dialysis and interaction of the local anesthAtlcs with the 
dialysis membrane were eliminated by this prooedure. As 
alread;r mentioned preViously. the Donnan effect produoed b7 
the relatively large oha.rged protein moleeules was held in 
abeyance by the relatively high oonoentrations o~ butfer that 
were used, thereby reducing the Donntm effect to the point 
where it may be oons1dered negligible. 
Results for eaoh of the human serum albumin-local anes-
thetiC equilibrium dialysis systems at pH 7.0 are ShOMl in 
the aooom;pany11'1g Tables VII through X. The firSt column 111 
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each table shows the 1n1t1al anesthetio ooncentration that 
was obtained by doubling the conoentration of the blank system 
at equilibrium. The seoond oolumn gives the unbound anesthetio 
ooncentration, (X), at equilibrium fran analysis of the elWeri-
mental dialysis assemblies. fhe other oolumns depiot the 
oaloulated values ~ r. 1/(.1). 1/r. and r/(x) frcm the data 
of the f1rst9l14 seoond ool't'U1D8 and the :fact that' the oonoen-
tratian of bound local anesthetio is equal to the algebraio 
differenoe between the oonoentrat1on in the first oolumn anti 
1rw1oe the oonoemrat:ton or the second column. 
The oonoeJ.rtration ranges over which interaction between 
human serum alb1ll'!l1n and the looal anesthetio agents was :t.'CRmd 
<lHf'e:red to StD.e eneut far eaoh of the agents studied. a$ 
a lien 111 the tables.. Graphical. representations of the ranges 
are shown 1n figures 5 "through 8 where appropriate plota were 
made 1n accortance with the Unaar equation [3;] that was 
obtained in the theoretioal treatment at systems exhibiting 
multiple equilibria in OMpter III. The theoretical inter-
pretation. of these data and graphs is not clear sinee detailed 
iu:f'ormation of the molecular structure of the protein has not 
bean fully established. 
The four anesthetics appear to :fall into two distinot 
classes with regard to their ability to interact with the 
protein. These olasses seem to parallel the two kindS of' 
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internal ohemioal l1nkage found in theSe agents • namely, the 
ester 11nkage in the case of prooaine and butethamine and the 
amide linkage in the case ~ lidooaine and mellivaoaine. In 
any event. the. abi.lity of the protein to bind these a.gents 
15 not exactly the same although the data bring out the fact 
-that the statistioal number of binding sites on the protein 
far the anesthetic agent is about two in all oases. It may 
well be that the number of binding 81 tea on the protein in 
the case of these agents is governed by their approximats17 
equal size and the oonoentra;tion range 0:£ binding depends 
upon their charge diStribution in referenoe to the charge 
distr1bu:tion of the protein at this particular pH value far, 
oertainly, the hydrogen ion ooncentration does influenoe the 
net electnea.l eharge on or near the sur::faoe of the protein 
moleeule as a. reflection 0'1' the number of positively and 
negatively charged groups found Within the molecular struetu:re 
at the protein molecule. 
TABLE VII 55 
EQUILIBRIUliI DIALYSIS STUDY ON THE HUMA.N SERUM ALBUMIN-PROCADrE 
HYDROCHLORIDE SYSTEM AT pH 7.0 
~erimental o onditions : Human Serum Albumin Conoentration ~, TemperatUre 400, pH 7.0, Ionic Strength 0.15, Phosphate 
Buffer M/15. 
In:i.tial Procaine·HCl Unbound Prooaine·HOl ~i!oles Bound 
Concentration OUtside Concentration, (X), Procaine.HOl 
of Dialysis Bag. OUtside of Dialysis Moies TOt8lO 
Bag at &luili brium. Albumin. (Molarity) (Molarity) r 
6.716 X 10-3 3.330 X 10-3 1.96 
5.1.1)2 :x: 10-3 2.503 X 10-3 1.82 
:; :,,~ .. ,... X 10-3 .,...,_ ".J 1.670 X 10-3 1.67 
1.238 X 10-3 6.00 X 10-4 1.33 
1.036 X 10-3 5.00 X 10-4 1.25 
3.82 X 10-4 1.80 X 10-4- 0.77 
2.99 X 10-4- 1.40 X 10-4 0.66 
1 .~::~ X 10-4 7.15 X 10-5 0.35 
7 I" 
• (~. t) X 10-5 3.30 X 10-5 0.20 
1/(X) 1/r r/(X) 
3.00 X 102 0.51 5.88 X 102 
4. :Xi X 102 0.55 7.28 X 102 
5.9:) X 102 0.60 1.00 X 103 
1.67 X 10' 0.75 2.22 X 10' 
2.00 X 10' 0.80 2.50 X 10' 
5.56 X 103 1.,0 4.24 X 103 
7.14 X 103 1.52 4.75 X 10' 
1.40 X 104 2.86 .,I ...... r 4.90 X 10' 
,.C:i X 104 5.00 6.06 X 103 
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FIGURE 5 
BDIDING OF PROOAmE WITH HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN Af pH 7.0 
nlt 
n 
0.5 1.5 2.0 
r = Moles Bound Prooaine + Moles Total Albumin 
Plot of »luat1on (33] 
Graph of the lBta of fable VII 
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TABLE VIII 57 
~UILIBRIUM DIALYSIS STUDY ON THE HUIiA.:N SERUMALBUMIN-BUTETHAMINE 
HYDROCHLORIDE SYBT:EM AT pH 7 eO 
eerimental Condi tiona: Human Serum Album:in Oonoentration 0.2%, 
emperature 400, pH 1.0, Ionio Strength 0.15, Phosphate Buffer 
fil/15. 
Initial Butethamine.HCl Unbound ButethamineeHOl Moles :Bound 
Ooncentration OUtside Conoentra.tion, (X) , Butethamine.HOl 
of Dialysis Bafe Outside of Dialysis Moles Totar (Molarity Bag at Equilibrium. Albumin 
(Molarity) r 
7.250 X 10-3 3.602 X 10-3 1.72 
2.587 X 10-3 1.270 X 10-3 1.66 
1.522 X 10-3 7.40 X 10-4 1.47 
9.97 %10-4 4.80 X 10-4 1.30 
5.07 X 10-4 2.38 % 10-4 1.08 
3.43 X 10-4 1.60 X 10-4 0.80 
1.06 X 10-4 4.82 X 10-5 0.34 
7.54 X 10-5 3.'37 X 10-5 0.28 
1/(X) 1/r riel:) 
2.78 X 102 0.57 4.87 X 102 
7.81 X 102 0.60 1.31 % 103 
1.35 % 103 0.68 1.98 X 103 
2.08 X 10'3 0.77 2.70 X 103 
4.20 % 10' 0.93 4.54 X 10' 
6.25 X 10' 1.25 5.00 X 10' 
2.07 X 104 2.94 7.04 X 10' 
2.91 X 104 3.57 .fl., .. r 8.32 I 10' 
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FIGURE 6 
BINDING OF BUT:EY2HAMINE WITH HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN AT pH 7.0 
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:EXtUILIBRIUM DIALY5 IS STUDY 01 THE HtJMAN SERtJIlli ALBtThUN-LIDOOAINE 
HYDROCHLORIDE SYSTJ!X AT pH 7.0 
.em_l ~1i11!Sf lhman Serum Albumin Oonoentration o.ZC.· 
er.apera. 4. P • f Ionic Strength 0.15, Phosphate Buffer. 
M/15. 
Initial Lidoca±ne.HCl unbound Lidocaine.HOl l~oles Bound 
Concentration OUtside Oonoentrati on, (Xl, fodocaine .. m21 
of Dialysis Bag. OUts1de of Dialysis olea !O\i;[ 
:Bag at Equilibrium. Albumin. (Mol.t=>...rityl (Mola.ri ty) r 
'.94 X 10-4 1.70 X 10-4- '.90 
1.71 X 10-4 6.04 X 10-5 1.16 
9 .• 28 X 10-5 2.34 X 10 .... 5 1.62 
7.'2 X 10-5 1.6, %10-' 1.42 
6.30 X 10-5 1.29 X 10-5 1.30 
4.94 X 10-5 th8S :;{ 10"0" 1.11 
,.26 X 10-5 4.6' X 10-0' 0.81 
1.81 X 10-5 2.42 X 10-0 0.46 
1.0, X 10-5 1.82 % 10-6 0.25 
1/(X) 
''* 
r/(X) 
5.88 X 10' 0.5' '.12 X 104-
1.66 X 104 0.57 2.92 X 104 
4.27 X 104 0.62 6.92 X 10 4 
6.1, X 104 0.70 8.70 X 104-
7.75 X 104 0.77 1.01 :x: 105 
1.'3 X 105 0.90 1.25 X 105 
2.07 :x 105 1.23 .".~ .. r 1.68 X 105 
4.13 1. 105 2.17 1 .• 90 X 105 
5.49 X 105 4.'5 1.26 X 106 
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FIGURE 7 
BINDING OF LIDOCAINE WITH HUMA.N SERUM ALBUMIN AT pH 7'.0 
0.5 1.5 2'.0 
r = Moles Bound Lidocaine + Moles Total Albumin 
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TABLE X 61 
~UlLIBRIt1M DIALYSIS STUDY Oli THE HtJMA.N SERl'J'M ALBUMIN-MEPIVAOAIlU! 
HYDROCHLORIDE SYSTEM AT pH 7.0 
e~iplanta;;J. ~ond!Y7:6: Human Serum Albumin Ooncentration O.~f ~erat'iire 4~t :Pit 7, Ionic Strenc;th 0.1" Phos:phaiie Buf:fer 
Wf15. . 
In1 tial Mepi vaoaine· Hal 
Conoentration OUtside 
of Dialys18 Bag. 
(Molar1ty) 
1.09 X ,0-4 
6.30 X 10-5 
4.70 X 10-5 
4.34 X 10-5 
-5 2.66 X 10 
1.08 X 10-5 
7 _32 X 10-6 
1/CX) 
,." X 104 
7.94 X 104 
1." X ,05 
1_" X ,05 
2.82 X 105 
1.21 X 106 
1.94 X 106 
Unbound Mep1vaoaine· HOl 
Conoentration, (X) t 
OUtside of Dialysis 
Bag at Fl:luilibrium. 
(Molarity) 
,.00 X 10-5 
1.26 X 10-5 
7.65 X 10-6 
7.40 X 10-6 
3.55 X 10-6 
8.25 X 10-7 
5.15 X 10-7 
1fr 
0.59 
0.76 
0.90 
1.00 
Moles Batmd 
;,10]) i vacaine..Bll 
)101. Total 
Album:in. 
r 
1.70 
1.32 
1.11 
1.00 
0.68 
0.22 
r/(X} 
5.66 X 104 
1.05 X 105 
1.'5 X 105 
1.45 X 105 
1.92 X 105 
3.87 X 105 
4.27 X 105 
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FIGURE 8 
BINDmG OF MEPIVACAmE WITH HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN AT pH 7.0 
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Cf1UJTER VI 
THE EFFECT OF CHAJIGES IN pH Oli HUMAN SERtm1 AI.J3Ul.1IN BINDING OF 
LOCAL ANEST~ICS 
The e:x;perimental procedure comprising thiS phase of the 
study on the interaction of human serum albumin with the local 
anesthetics procaine, but ethamine , lidocaine, and mepivacaine 
"'la.s an investigation into the effect that the pH value of a 
solution of a local anesthetic has on the binding ability of 
the protein at several concentrations of each of the local anes-
thetics. As in Chapter V, a series of concentration levels of 
each anesthetic was prepared between approximately 0.2% and 
o .00z' in M/15 phosphate buffer. Two different pH values of 
buffer were used, namely, pH 6.8 and pH 7.2. Information on 
the binding of each anesthetic agent for a series of the same 
concentration levels at pH 7.0 was already discussed in Ohapter 
V. Also, as before, duplicate 50 ml. a11quots of the anes-
thetic solutions were pla.ced in the large test tubes used far 
dialysiS and vr.1. thin the dialysiS bags were placed 50 ml. al1-
quota of 0.2% human serum albumin also in M/15 phosphate buf-
fer at the corresponding pH values. Duplicate blank equil1brium 
dialysis set-ups were prepared for the experiments at pH values 
6.8 and 7.2 as they were for the eJq)er1ments at pH 7.0. After 
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preparation ext the dialysis tubes, the assembUes were pla0e4 
in a retrige:ratar at 40 Centigrade and allowed to equilibrate 
four days b«f'are spectrophottmetriO analyses of the anesthet'10 
solutions outside of the dialysie bags were carried out ac-
oording to the usual prooedures. Measurements of the pH: 
values of the 'tubes before and af'ter equilibrium dialys1S 
shmed no ohange in pH ~ the tubes during the oourse of 
the experiment. 
Results far each of the human serum albumin-local 
anesthetio equilibrium dialysiS systems at pH 6.8 and a't 
pH 7.2 are tabula1ie4 in !able. XI through xnn. the firSt; 
and Second colur.ans liSt the ini:b1al anesthetic concentrations 
outsi4e 01. the dial7818 bags and the unbound anesthetiC oon.-
oent:tat1ons outside at the d1alyB1s bags at equ1l1b:d.um.. 
respeoti vely. The remaining four columns list the caJ.oulated 
quantities fron the 1ttf'o:rma.tion given in the f1rSt two oolumns. 
Tables XIX through XXII indicate the results 0: f11rting 
straight lines according to stat1st1oa.l procedures to 'the 
data given il1 !ablae YII throu.gh mIl us1ng the straight 
l.1ne equations 
1 
r - . + 
1 ""~r* 
- h If[ • (X S D 
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thai; were derived previously in Chapter III. !he da:ta for 
equation ["J and the :fitted straight lines are plotted in 
Figures 9 through 12 for each of the looal anesthet10s use« 
at the three pH values 6.8, 7.0. and 7.2. !he curves tor all 
three pH values for eaoh anesthetic, in turn, are shown on 
one graph far the sake of faoilitating oomparison at the 
binding data. at these three pH values. A short treatment 
of the ma;thema.t1os of fitting straight lines to l1nea:r data 
1s presented. in AppendU IV. 
The da.ta and the graphed results show that eaoh of the 
four local anesthetics exh1b1:t va:riat1on of the axten't of 
their binding with human serum albu:nt1n 1n aooordance with 
varia.tion in pH. However, in the pH range ohasen for the 
stua.;,. the appro:rl.tDat'e statistioaJ. number of binding sltes 
of ea.ch CJf the local anesthetics far the pl:ote1n remains in 
the neighborhood of two. Again. the 'theQretioal interpre-
tation at this inf'orma:tion cO'U'l>lecl With the fact that each 
anesthetio has an upper concentration leve~ above which 
sa.turation of the protein with local atlGsthetic moleou.les 
is as oomplete a.s possible (peroentage of binding of anes-
thetio is a. m1n.1m:um) seems to justuy the hypothesis tha1l 
the extent of b1ndinS of a part10ulAr local anesthetic a.ge~ 
w1th human serum albumin 1s scme f'w:1c1;ion at the ionio 
charges on both 'the anestheti0 and the prot ein and the 
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number ext bind1:ng a1 tea on the pr otein for the anesthetio 
1s SCDe function at the strllotural sise of the local anes-
thetio With respeot to the struoture t1f the binding sites on 
the protein. Whether or not a direct relationship exists 
between the ionic oharges Of both the anesthetiO and the 
protein and the extent of b1nding on the one hand, ana 
whetherar not a aireat relationship exists between the 
mol.eoular a1M of the looal anesthetic and the number t1Z 
binding sites on the other llarld, cannot be d.eoided frOO1 the 
inf'ormatia.t1 and manipulation of dau at1iempted in thiS work, 
bu1; i1l is hOj;)ed that thiS s1n1t1y will lead to a better under-
standing of the interaction that oceurs between human serum 
albumin and local. anesthetio agents. Also, from the results 
gathered here 1. t oannat be oo,rQeotured that all other known 
local anesthetic agents w1J.l behaVe similarly under these 
same conditiODS. More deta::1.1ed information oonoerning the 
molecular struoture or lnlInan serum albumin lI1U8t be attaine4 
before this will b&Gome possible. 
In reoent years there bas arisen the firm oonviotion 
tba.1: not only the ohemical bu1; also the physical properties 
of proteins, or at least ll'Ia:ll3' at them, oan be given a rational 
el&;Plarlat1on in tetms of the amino ao1d oaaposit1on, if this 18 
sufficientlY well-knonn and oan be adequately interpreted. 
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acid analyses of proteinS at the present time is tha1t the 
results have little mea.rdng. To a. limited extent they are 
useful for assessing the nutritional values of proteinS but 
they do not e.Jq)la1n at all true biological tu:not1ons, that 
is, why one protein is an enzyme, another a. hormone, another 
a struo'tttt'al protein, another a toxin, and so on, However. 
in spite C1f this pesa1nlistio view, it is probably true that 
many properties of proteins, inoluding the binding properties 
one a.spect of which is the 'basis of t111s study, will beoome 
expl1oa.ble in terms of the amino acid oo:tlU>os1tion. It is 
olear. thou.gb., that knowledge at the order of the amino acidS 
in the peptide eha1nS. the Gt'ientat1on at groups in the toldd 
o1:Ja1xls of the native proteins, and the ette<rt of the ju.xta-
position o:t a. group, or groups., on the prqpa:rt1es at a.n,y 
single type of side ohain must be obtained bet'ore such an 
interpretation beoQUles possible. 
Al thou.gh oe:rta1n ohemical groups are known to be resp 011-
sible for some of the simpler properties of proteins, far 
e~le, the distribution and. oonoentration of cationic and 
anionic grou;ps deterlll1ne the isoeleotrio poil'.rt and eleotro-
phoretio mobility, there is still llttle or no eVidenoe to 
correlate the properties at a protein with its oonstituent 
groups. Isolated experiments on a few proteins have revealed 
that oertain groups are essential for biological aotiViif;y to 
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be max1mal. For emng;>le, phospholdnases, transaminase, 
Su.ocinic dehydrogenase, and many other enzymes require the 
intactness of their suJ.:t~l grou;ps; insulin requires 
d1sul:f'1de and phenoxyl groups, and the lactogenic honnone 
of the :p1tuitary requires the presenoe of t'l:ee amino groups. 
Therefore,. a.lthough physj.oal and biologioal properties 
of proteins a.re not simple functions of their oonstituent 
groups, it is obvious that these grou;ps must be the :f"unda-
mental determinants ~ these properties. The relationships 
betvlean oQ'lWOS1tion and funotion will be more olearly defined 
when the :tolla-ling factcr.rs are established: 
1) The 1n:f'lu.enoe at various side chainS, bath ind1 .... 
v1dually and collectively. upon 'the properties r4 a;n:y one 
side ohain. 
2) fhe mod1t'1cati on of function induced by 
a) movement of grO'lJl)fJ alone a peptide ohain and 
b) the :f'oldiJl8 oZ peptide chains. 
') What groups, 1nd1v1d:ually and collectively. are 
essential for a part1ouJ.a:r function. 
Such relationships may beoome clear when the intermediate 
peptides from the initial dipeptide and upv.rards beoame avail.-
able for study. .F:ram a. review of the rapid progress that has 
ooou:rred in protein analysis in the last few years, 1t seans 
4k.~" r 
most probable that the development of this :field of stu~ 
I I 
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will n<1ti be long delaye4. 
A gL.9.'floe at Tables XIX thrO'UBh XIII will reveal that the 
arder of magn11.ia.de of the intrinSio af':f1n1ty oonstarrts. k, 
of human serum. albumin for procaine and butethaIuine is 10', 
whereas tw: l1dooaine and me.p1vaoaine the order of magnitude 
of k is 10'. TJ'l-is result indicates that the affinity of h1.:tman 
SaT'l.lTl1 albumin :far either }:)rooa1ne or butetharnine is weaker 
than the oor.responding a-of'fini ty of human serum. albumin for 
e1 ther 1.1dooa:lne (II.'" mep1vaoaine. The:refm."e. the interprets.-
t10n may be ma.de that this may be one of the reas ons why eaoh 
of these p3:1.rS of looal anesthetics, namely, procaine and 
butetmmine on the one band and l1d.ocaine and mep1vaQain.e 
on the other hand, have different conoentra:tion ranGes over 
whioh ohanges in binding :from. maximal binding to m.1.zUma.l 
binding wera found in these e:&;pariments. Perhaps. 10001 
anesthetio asents tha.t interaot more strongly with h:Uma.n serum 
albumin behave d.ifferently in oertain respeots, whether 
ohemical or physiologioal. than local anesthetio agenta that 
interact less stro:ngly with human serum albumin. 
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EQUILIBR:ro:M DIALYSIS STUDY OJ' THE HtJMA.N SERUM ALBUMDl-PROOAIIB 
HYDROOllLORlDE SYSTEM AT pH 6.8 
E!!1!en1!al gond1j1ons. 1bnan. Serum Album11'l Oonoentration. O.~f 
:enlperawe 4", P b.§t Ionic Strength 0.1" Phosphate Buffer 
_/15. 
Initia.l Procaine .. HOl Uhbound Procaine- HOl Mole8 :Bound 
Oonoentration outside OonoentraiJ10tt, (X). PrHf-netHQ1, 
of Dialysis Bag .. OUtside of Dialysis 10 as ';&t 
Bag at B;tuilibr1um. Albumin. 
':Molarity) (Molarity) r 
4.520 X 10-' 2.240 X 10-' 1.68 
1.640 X 10-' 8.00 x 10-4 1.40 
8.76 X 10-4 4.23 x 10-4 1.07 
6.', X ,0-4 2.93 :110-4 0.95 
4.63 X ,0-4 2.20 %10-4 0.80 
'.44 X 10-4 1.63 X 10-4 0.6, 
2.00 X ,0-4 9.~ X 10-5 0.43 
9.24 X 10-5 4.'2 X 10-5 0.21 
1/(X) 1/r r/(X) 
4.46 X 102 0.60 7.50 X 102 
1.25 X 10' 0.11 1.75 X 10' 
2.36 X 10' 0.93 2.53 X ,0' 
'.41 X 10' 1.05 ,.24 X 10' 
4.55 X 10' 1.25 ,.6, X 10' 
6.1' %10' 1.59 ,.81 X 10 3 
1.01 X 104 2.32 4.58 X 10' 
2.06 X 10'" 4.16 .!I.~'" r 4.86 X 10' 
TABLE XII 71 
~UILIBRIUM DIALYSIS STUDY Oll THE :m:JMAN SERtl'M AI1rm.UJl-PROOAID 
HYDROCHLORIDE S1ST. Af pH 7.2 
f!erimental gsnditions I Hnman serum Albumin Ooncentration O.~, 
emperatU?e 4 ,p1F7 ,~. Ionic Strength 0.16. Phosphate :Buffer 
M/15. 
Initial Prooa1ne.HOl Unbound Prooa:1ne.HOl Moles Bound 
Oonoentration OUtside Ooncentration, (X). Procaine .. Hal 
Ctt Dialysis Bag. OUtside o't Dial ysiS lolis Tijlji1 
Bag a:t :&l u111 brium. Albumin. 
(Molar1ty) (Molarity) r 
4.622 X 10-3 2.284 X 10-' 1.90 
'.384 X 10-' 1.667 X 10-3 1.75 
2.263 X 10-' 1.108 X 10-5 1.64 
9.99 X 10-4 4.81 X ,0-4 1.28 
EL.23 % 10-4 2.91 % ,0-4 1.02 
,.60 X 10-4 ".ti9 %10-4 0.76 
'.27 X 10-4 '.5' X 10-4 0.60 
1.,a X 10-4 6.'7 X '10-S 0.36 
4.09 X 10-5 1.88 X 10-' 0.12 
'/(X) 1/r r/(l) 
4.'9 X 102 0." 8.'2 X 10 2 
5.98 X 102 0.57 1.05 X 10 
, 
9.00 % 10 2 0.61 1.48 X 10' 
2.08 X 10' 0.78 2.66 X ,03 
2.96 X 10' 0.98 '.44 X 10' 
5.92 X 10' 1.,2 4.50 X 103 
6.45 X 10' 1.67 3 "".~ .. r 5.17 X 10 
1.57 I 104 2.78 5.65 X ,0' 
5.'2 X 104 8." 6.40 X 10' 
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PIGURE 9 
COMPARISON OP BINDmG OP PROCAINE WITH HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN AT 
pH 6.8', pH 7.0, AND pH 7_2 
o 
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0'.5 1'.0 2.0 
r = Moles Bound Procaine .. Moles Total Albumin 
Plot of Bluation [331 at 
a) pH 6.8 -- ~en c?rcles 
b) pH 7.0 - dots 
c) pH 7.2 -- X's 
Graphs of the D:ita of«,~,.bles VII, XI, and nI 
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EQUILIBRlUA1 DIALYSIS STUDY Oll THE :B.UJWr SERUM .A.IBUMllf-BUTETlIfi.MIllJ 
HYDROOHIDRIDE SlSTlB At pH 6.8 
Ne:r:t-:1ental; ... ons. lbDan Serum Albumin Ooncentra:t1on 0._. 
empera"t'iire 4. p G.S. Ionic Strength 0.'" Phosphate :su:r.rer 
M/15. 
Init1al Bu;tetha.m1ne.HOl UnbO'tlUd Btttetl8m1ne.HOl 
Concentra.tion OUtside Oonoentra:t1on, (X) f 
o~ Dialysis Bag. ou.ts14. ~ D1aJ.,a1a 
Bag at !qu11ibrium. 
(Molarity) (llo1ar.l1;y) 
4.322 X 10-3 2.172 X 10-' 
1.884 X 10-3 9.20 X 10-4 
1.340 X 10-' 6.10 X 10-4 
9.47 1:10-4 4.57 X 10-4 
5.55 X 10-4 2.64 I 10-4 
4.49 1:10-4 2.1' %10-4 
,." X ,0-4 1.51 X 1,0-4 
1.49 x 10-4 6.91 X 10'"'"; 
1/(X) 1/r 
4.61 X 102 0.61 
1.09 X '\0' 0.67 
1.49 X 10' 0.75 
2.19 X 10' 0.S6 
'.79 X ~O' 1.04 
4.69 X 10' 1.18 
6.37 X 10' 1.4' 
1.45 X 104- 2.63 ",4r 
Moles ll0u:n4 
Butetbam1ne.mtl 
JlOl.eS .!rotal. 
Albumin. 
%" 
1.64 
1.SO 
1.)4 
1.16 
0.96 
0.8; 
0.70 
0.38 
r/(X) 
7.55 X 102 
1.6, X 10' 
2.00 X 10' 
2.'5 X 10' 
3.64 X 10' 
4.00 X 10' 
4.47 X 10' 
5.;0 X ,03 
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~UILIBRIUlI,~ DIAI,YSIS STUDY ON THE HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN-BUTRrHAMDIl 
HYDROOHLCRlDE SlST. AT pH 7.2 
~erpnental Oonditir;]' lbnan Serum Albumin Ooncentration O.~t 
ieffiperature 400. ;pH ~, Ionic StreTlb"'th 0 .16, Phosphate Bu:ffe:r, 
M/15. 
Initial Butethamine.HOl 
Oonoentration OUtside 
of DialysiS :Bag. 
(molarity) 
5.465 X 10-3 
'.570 X 10-5 
2.547 X 10-' 
1.608 X 10-3 
1.228 X 10-3 
6.50 x,0-4 
6.59 X 10-1-
4.06 X 10-4 
3.45 X 10-4 
1/(X) 
,.69 X 102 
5.68 X 102 
8.00 X 102 
1.28 X 103 
1.69 X 10' 
2.47 X 10' 
'.'2 X 10' 
t::. "9 :;. t.. X 10' 
6.29 X 10' 
Unbound Butetha.'1line. Hal 
Ooncentra:tion, (X). 
Ou:ts1de of Dialysis 
Bag at Dlu111brium. (Molarity) 
2.706 X 10-' 
1.760 X 10-3 
1.250 X 10-' 
7.81 X 10-4 
5.92 X 10-4 
4.05 %10-4 
,.01 X 10-4 
1.89 X 10-4 
1.59 x,0-4 
'fir 
0.54 
0.57 
0.60 
0.6, 
0.55 
0.7' 
O.78 ... _ r 
1.00 
1.09 
Moles Bound 
Bu.t etlamme. Hal 
MoJ.es ~otaJ. 
Album11l. 
r 
1.84 
1.76 
1.6; 
1.60 
1.55 
1.37 
1.28 
1.00 
0.92 
r/(z) 
6.80 X 102 
1.00 X 10' 
1.'2 X 10' 
, 
2.05 X 10 
2.62 X 105 
'.38 X 10' 
4.24 Z 10' 
5.30 X 10' 
6.65 X 10' 
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FIGURE 10 
COMPARISON OF BINDING OF BUTETHAMINE WITH HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN 
AT pH 6.8, pH 7.0, AND pH 7.2 
r = Moles Bound Butethamine + Moles Total Albumin 
Plot of Ekluat10n [33] at 
a) pH 6.8 -- Open ciroles 
b) pH 7.0 - dots 
0) pH 7.2 - xts 
Graphs of the Data of Tables VIII, XIII, and XIV 
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EQUILr3RIUM DIALYS IS STUDY Oli THE HUmAN SERUM ALBUMnf-LIDOOAID 
RYDROOHU)RlDE 31ST. AlJ! pH 6.8 
BE'!!'-futal Sfditi8 t HwDa:n Serum Album1n Conoentration 0 •• , ~eru. ure 4 • pi! •• Ionic Strength 0.,3_ Phosphaiie Buffer 
_/15. 
Initial L1dooa1ne.HOl UnbOl.D'14 Id.docaine·HOl Moles Bound 
Ooncentration outside Ooncentra;b1an. (X), I4.dooainelllf'* 
of Dialys1.'i Bag. OUts1"-. at DialysiS lOles !a6a 
Bag a"t ~;11'br11lm. Albumin. (MolArt ty) (Mo' i ty) r 
,.12 X 10-4 ,\_,0 X 10-4 1.82 
1.45 X 10-4 4.97 X 10'" 1.60 
9.53 X ,0-5 2.72 X ,0-5 1.4' 
7.'9 X 10-5 1.18 X 10-5 1.'4 
5.eo X 1cr-5 1.27 X 10-5 , .14 
4.6' % ,0-5 8.77 X ,0-6 1.00 
2.SS X ,0-5 4.85 X ,0-6 0.65 
1.S, X 10-5 
1/(%) 
1.69 X 10S 
2.01 X 104 
,.68 X 104 
5.62 X 104-
7.81 X 104 
1.14 X 105 
2.06 X 10~ 
'.91 X 105 
2.56 X 10-6 
'jr 
0.55 
0.6, 
0.70 
0.75 
0.46 
r/(X) 
1.40 X 104 
,.22 X 104 . 
5.25 X 104 
7.55 X 104 
9.00 X 104 
1.14 .x: 105 
1.34 % 105 
1.00 ri. lOS 
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~uIIJIBRnIM DIA.I;YSIS STtmy ON TI-lE HUMA.N SERtJrd AIBUMIN'-LIDOOAINli 
HYDROOlIW1UJ)E SlSTEM A! pH 7.2 
ej~:!:1!!.gv.!fY:. Oondit1~c Ilnnan Serum Albumin Ooncentxa:tion O.z(, 
e::J;pG:::'ature 4 00, pH ~t Ionic StrenE.;th 0.16. Phosphate :Buffer 
M/15. 
Initial L1docaine.fIOl Unbound I1dooa1nEh!Wl ]goles Bound Concent7ation Outside Conoentration, (X), L:tdoCain~ of Dialysis Bag. outsid e of Dialysis "~i1oies !t'ota 
BaS at ~t:ti11briul!l. Alml.min. (Molarity) (Molarity) r 
2.01 X 10-4 7.40 X 10-5 1.85 
1.40 X 10-4 4.47 X 10-5 1.78 
1.07 X 10-4 3 .. 00 X 10-5 1.64 
8.56 X 10-5 2.05 X 10-5 1.56 
6.44 X 10-5 1.29 X 10-5 1.35 
5 •. 38 X ,0-5 9.75 X 10-6 1.,20 
4.12 X 10-5 6.61 X 10-6 0.98 
2.4' X 10-5 ,.02 X 10.6 0.64 
1/(X) 11r r/(X) 
1.'5 X 104 0.54 2.50 X 104 
2.24 X 104 0.56 3.98 X 104 
'.'3 X 104 0.61 5.46 X 104 
4.88 X 104- 0 .. 64- 7.60 X 104 
7.75 X 104- 0.75 1.05 X 105 
1.0, X 105 O.e, 1.23 X 105 
1.51 X 105 1.02 1.54 :2, 105 
3.31 X 105 r,: '.56 "".~ ... ,I" 2.12 ~~ 10:> 
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FIGURE 11 
COMPARISON OF BINDING OF LIDOCAINE WITH HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN AT 
pH 6.8, pH 7,.0, AND pH 7.2 
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n 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
r = Moles Bound Lidooaine + Moles Total Albumin 
Plot o:f »!uation [33] at 
a) pH 6.8 --open circles 
b) pH 7.0 -dots 
c) pH 7.2 --X's 
Graphs of the Data of<v'Tebles IX, XV, and XVI 
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EQUILIBRIUM DIALYSIS STUDY Oli THE HU1..fu\N SERUM .A.LBDMDI--I¥IEl?IVAOA 
llYDROOHlORlDE SYSTEM AT pH 6.8 
.~.,~~nt~l: ~ndit1~' Human Serum Albumin Oonoentration 0 ••• 
e:1}!CJ:a.uure 4~t pI 7. Ionic Strength 0.13. Phosphate Buf:far 
M/15. . 
Inj.t1al M~pivaOa1n$.BOl 
Ooncentration Outside 
ot Dialysis Bag. 
(Molarity) 
2.64 X 10-4 
1.14 X '0-4 
1.24 X 10.-5 
5.S3 X 10-5 
4.;8 X 10-5 
'_37 X 10-..5 
'.42 X 10-5 
1/eX) 
:; 9.26 X 10 
2.87 X 104 
5.92 X 104 
8." X 104 
1.21 X 105 
2.00 X 105 
6.10 X 105 
UnbOl.l.W. Me1l1vaoaine-IiOl 
Ooncentration, (X) J 
Ot1.ts1de c:rf Dialysis 
Bag at ~uilibriu;m. (Molarity) 
1.08 X 10-4 1.67 
'.48 X 10-5 1.5+ 
1.69 X '0-5 1.3' 
1.20 X 10'" 1.20 
8.29 X to-6 1.02 
5.00 X 10-5 0.8, 
1.64 X 10-6 0.38 
1/r r/(X) 
0.60 1.55 X ,04-
0.65 4.43 X 104 
0.74 8.00 X 104 
0.8, 1.00 X 105 
0.98 1.23 X 105 
1.20 1.66 X 105 
2.6, 2.32 X ,05 
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EQu'"IIJ:B:~Iul1 DIA.LYSIS STUDY ON TEE E.'U!'i1ru:r SERL11~ AIJ3m[n~-li!EPIVAOJl.I 
HYDROORLOR:IDE SYSTEM AT pH 7.2 
Init1al I:fep1vaoaine.ROl 
Oonoentration Ou:'tjG-ide 
of' Dialysis Bag. 
(Molarity) 
1.81 X 10-4 
8.45 X 10-5 
6.73 X ,0-5 
5.34 X 10-5 
,.. 
3.,8 %10-:; 
2.44 X 10-5 
,.. 
1.54 X 10-:> 
1/CX) 
1.84 X 104 
5.24 X 104 
7.50 X 104 
1.26 X 1C5 
2.91 X 105 
4.61 X 105 
Unbound lfup 1vaoaine.OOl 
Conoal1.tra:hiOl1, (X). 
OUtside af DiaJ.ysis 
Bag a. t .&tuilibrium. 
(Mobrtty) 
6.33 X 10-5 
1.91 .x 10-5 
1.,2 X 10-5 
7.94 X 10-6 
'.4-4 X 10-6 
2.17 X '0-6 
1.11 X 10-6 
11r 
0.5' 
0.62 
0.70 
0.76 
1.06 
1.43 
2.17 
Moles Bound 
~.!e1J i vacf11ne.HQl 
Moles' TdeaI 
AlbtUl11n. 
r 
1.90 
1.62 
1.4' 
, .,, 
0.94 
0.70 
0.46 
r/(X) 
:3.00 X 104 
8.47 X 104 
1.08 X 105 
1.65 X 105 
2.73 X 105 
3.22 :x: 105 
4.15 X 105 
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FIGURE 12 
COMPARISON OF BINDING OF MEPIVACAINE WITH HOMAN SERUM ALBUMm 
AT pH 6.8, PH 7.0 AND pH 7.2 
r = Moles Bound Mep1vaoa1ne + Moles Total Albumin 
Plot of »luat1on [:r~J at 
a) pH 6.8 - open oiroles 
b) pH 7.0 -- dots 
0) pH 7.2 - X1 S 
Graphs of the lata of !Pallles X, XVII, and XVIII 
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FITTING STRAIGlEr LD'ES TO ~UILIBRlm4 DIALYSIS DATA 0"1 PROCAIliJI 
HYDRocmDRIDE AND BtJ'fEl!HAMl.'IE HYDROOm:mIDE 
The equatiOl'l, derive« prev1oa.sly in Chapter Ill. 
(~) • - ltr + m. 
when oCllq)a:red m. th the equation til. a straight line, 
'S • lIX + b. 
yieldS 'bile f'ollow1ng. 
7' • -m-. %. r • m == - k • b • kn. 
pH 
m 
b 
k 
11 
pH 
11 
b 
k 
n 
1;:gM1D! 11*~PJ:it. 
6.8 7.0 
-2.88 X 10' -3." X 10' 5.'" X 10' 6.49 X 10' 
2.88 X ,0' 3'." X ,03 
2.0 2.1 
JRjttlMme lts99blB1A' 
6.8 7.0 
-3.74 X 1cY -4.8' X 10' 
7.0' X "0' 9'.19 X 10' 
3.14 X ,0' 4.86 X 10' 
1.9 1.9 
7.2 
-'.27 I 10' 
6.89 X 10' 
'.21 X 10" 
2.1 
7.2 
-6." X 10' 
12.15 X ,05 
6." X 10' 
1.9 
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fABLE XX 
FITTDG STRAIGm Lll.iE:l fO EQUILIBRIUM DIALYSIB DATA OF PROOAID 
liYDROOHroRIDE AND BmmHAMIlfE IiYDROOHIORIDE 
The equation, derived preViously in Chapter III, 
]: .. ~.. (i, +,! t [32] 
when ~ar.d with the equation. of a straight line, 
'3 .. mx + b, 
11e14a the foUow1ns, 
pH 
• 
b 
k 
n 
..,. ___ '....... ... ..:l m -
<I - ., r 'f ... . (X)· , -
6",8 7.0 
1.10 X 10-4 1.,. 1: 10-4 
0.51 0.50 
2.94 X 'OJ '.29 X 10' 
2,0 2.0 
1 , b" 
kn 
1.2 
:1 
n 
1.47 X ,0-4 
0." 
3.40 X 10' 
2.0 
aRi~. BlIr'£~4! 
pH 
m 
b 
k 
6.8 
1.44 :r 10-4 
0.52 , 
3.65 X 10 
1.9 
1.0 7.2 
1.06 X 10-4 9.10 X 10-5 
0.55 0.5t 
5.05 X 10' 5.78 X 10' 
1.S 1.9 
• 
, , 
~ABLE XXI 
FITTING SmAIGIfr LIlfl!S ~O ~UILIBRIUM DIALYSIS DIlTA. 0'1 
LIDOOADJE HYDROOm:aRlDE AID MEPIVAOAIn HYDROOHIDRIDB 
!be equation, derive! previously in Obapter Ill, 
when oOllV)ared with the equa.tion of e. straight l1ne. 
y .. mx ... b. 
yields the ;follord.D8' 
y=-fxr-, x=r, m=-k, b=kn. 
pH 
b 
k 
n 
pH 
b 
11: 
u.!l~ 1n\'£99blSB:14.e 
6.8 
-'.18 X 10' 
2.26 X 10' 
1.18 X 10' 
6.8 
-1.66 X 105 
2.98 X t05 
\.66 X 'lOS 
1.8 
7.0 
-1.26 X ,05 
2.60 X 105 
1.26 X ,05 
7.0 
-2.52 X ,05 
4.:;6 X ,05 
2.52 X 105 
7.2 
-1.'2 X fo' 
2.71 X ,05 
1.32 X ,0' 
7.2 
-2.42 X ,.05 
;.1·0 X 105 
2.42 X ,05 
2.0 
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!rA.BLE XXII 
FITTmG STMIGm LINES TO ~UILIBRIUM DI£ YSIS DA.TA OF 
LIDOC.AlNE BYDROOlfIDRIDE AND !~EPIVACAI!m HYDROCHLORIDE 
The equation, derived. previously in Chapter III, 
1 
, " 
• _, ...... 1 __ • 1 + 
1m (Xl 
1 
n 
when oompax ad with the equat! on of a straight line t 
'3' == nut + b •. 
yieldS the f oll()"in~u 
pH 
b 
k 
n 
pH 
m 
b 
k 
n 
'3'- 1 • x- 'I (X) t 1ft =- 1 
U.409f9.n~ ~or1de 
6.8 7,.0 
4.86 X 10-6 4.0, X 10-6 
0.50 0.46 
1.0, X ,05 1.20 X 105 
2.0 2.1 
14ep'~ R4rq2Aborlde 
6.8 7.0 
2.92 X 10.6 2.02 X 10-6 
0.57 0.6, 
1.90 X 105 2.97 X 105 
1.8 1.8 
1 J b:ll 
len 
7.2 
'~25 X 10-6 
0.50 
1.50 X 105 
2.0 
7.2 
1 
n 
1.90 X 10-6 
0.47 
2.50 X ,05 
2.1 
• 
" 
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OBAPTm VII 
THE EFFECT OF OONOENTRA!fION OF SOD lOCAL ANESTHmIOS ON HI1MAlI' 
S:ERlJJIt. GAl'01A. Gu)BULm :r:w.cERACTIOB Af pI! 7.0 
An inqUir7 into the behavior of pIocaine, bUtetham.1ne, 
lidocaine, and m~1va.cai.ne in the presenoe or buffered lluma.n 
serum gamma e;lobulin solutions was made in this portion o;f 
the study. AB in the preVious two phases. a ser1es ot d11'-
ferent ooncentra"bions at eaoh of the local anesthetics was 
prepared between aboll;' 0 .. 1$ and O.OO&( levels in 1'/15 phos-
phate bu:ffe:J;' at pH 7.0. !We sets of 50 ml. al1quots at eaeh 
of th.ese solutions were plaoed in the dialysis assemblies 
outside of the dialysis bags. Also. 50 ml.. allquo1is t:4 0.1_ 
human serum gamma. globulin in the same bttf"fer were placed 111 
the dialysis bags. !rhe mo1ature O()l1tent of human serum gamma 
globulin for solu1;ion preparation purposes is reported in 
Append1x T. Again. as in preViOUS dialysiS set-ups. du;p11oate 
blank assembl1es were prepared in an identical manner With 
the exoeption tha:t with1n the dia.lysis 'bags WElt'S pJs.eed 50 
ml. allquota of phosphate buf'f'er without the protein. The 
u;pper oonoen-trat1on leVels at the 1009.1 anestheti0 agen:ts 
1'1«1". chosen so tbat the system would oontain a ratio at 
local anestheti0 to aerwn ga.mma globulin similar to the 
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ra.tio that prevails in the human 'body when these a.gents a.:n. 
employed for injection to prcXluoe local analgesia. There:ta:re. 
since the approximate a.verage oonoentration of gamma globulin 
in human serwu is about 2)( and apprOXimately 2% so1ut1ons of 
local anesthetics are usually used far anesthesia, the ratio 
of human serum. globulin ooncentration to local anesthetio 
oonoentration 1s 1:1. Sim1la:rly, sinoe O.1~ oonoentrationa 
of human serum gamma globulin were used in the eJq)er1taental 
dialysis s;ystems. and since a concentration of o.a( of local 
anestheti0 outside the dialysis bag wou.ld result in a conCGtII-
tration of apprO%lm.ately O.1~ both outsid.e the dialysiS bas 
and within th.e dialysis bag at equillbrium, the ratio at 
hu:ma.n serum gamma globulin oonoe:ntra:tion to looal aneathErti0 
ooncentration at equilibrium woul.d approximate a 1.1 ratio at 
protein concantrat.ion to looaJ. anas-'~het1c oonoentration. 
Mte%' pl.·epamt1on, the diaJ..)'sis assemblles were plaoei 
in a refrigerator at 40 Oentigrade un1;ll equilibrium bad 
been established. that is, at least four days. Then chemical 
analyses or the anesthetic solutions wtaide o:t the d1al;rS11 
bag:s were cor.apleted aocording -to the prooedures discussed in 
Chapter IV. Investigation of the pH 'Valu.e before and after 
the dial.;yais shCJlfe4 that no ohange 1n pH ocourred du:r1n6 the 
course of the G,lQ;)erlmen11 as was tru.e in the pre'V1ous eJrper1men1s 
"'.~ .. r 
with serum albumin. The blank assemblies were employed to 
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indicate the exact initi'.-~l concentrations of the local anes-
thetics since double the concentration of the local anesthetio 
outside of the dialysis bag in a blanlc assembly at equilibrium 
would be equal to the initial ooncentration of the local anes-
thetic outside of the dialysis bag :for the e.}q)erimental 
E".ssembly • 
Information for each of the human serum gamma globulin--
local anesthetio equilibrium dialysis systems at pH 7.0 is 
given in the subsequent Tables XXIII through XXVI. The data 
of the first oolumn shows each of the ooncentrations for each 
0::. the local anesthetic solutions as soon as they were pre-
):' ..rcd but beiore the solutions were placed in -the dialysis 
assemblies. The second column gives the results that were 
obtained :for both the blank and the experimental dialyses at 
equilibrium since these results were exactly the same. One 
column was used to depict these values in order to el1mina.te 
·unnecessary duplication. Therefore, the equilibrium dialysis 
experi.mcnts with the protein within the dialysis bags behaved 
in a fashion similar to that of the blank experiments which 
contained no protein inside the dialysis membrane bags. In 
other words, this phenomenon could only be interpreted to mean 
that binding of the local anesthetio agents used in this study 
with human serum gamma gJ.obulin did not ooour or was too 
,- ,. 
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small in magnitude to be oapable of measurement by the ana-
lytical methods used in thiS 1nvestieation. Henoe, ga.mma 
globu.lin, at least human serum gamma globulin, a.ppa:rentJ.y 
does not enter into protein-small moleoule interactions as 
opposed to human serum albumin, which does enter into this 
combinati 0...'"1. 
In order to account :for the apparent differenoes in the 
beha.vior of h.u.man se:t"ll1'1l albumin, studied in Ohapters V and 
VI, and human serum gamma glQbu.lin ~d the four local . 
anesthetic agents used in this work, it probablY is necessary 
to look far the 6lq)lanation in the two main olasses r4 protein 
interao1i1oU3, namely, specific and nonspeoifio intera.ctions. 
Speoif'1oity 1~s oha;:raoteristio of i;he vast majority of enmymatio 
and phya101oeioal reaotiOXlS t but one emmple, serological 
speo1:t1oity. will m.u'fioe to :tllu,strate the general prino1pl.e. 
JlaU':l.y detailed molecular pictures have been dcvelape4 to 
e%Pla1n this speoificity. In general, the look-and-key con-
oepts have been elaborated in d.etail to include modern 1n-
farm.ation on atomio siees and inte:rt.tomio d1&tsnces. !l.!hus, 
the specifio interc:.ct1on of an antibodJrt a sped-fic ~ 
globulin, with an antigen is c:ttrtbuted to the presence on 
the gamma globulin surfao·e o:f an invaginated rce1an into 
wh1ch the antigen can fit well, bu.t toward whioh other ions 
" ,. 
or mOlecules can approaoh only with dif'f'icu.l:ty 0\v1ng to ster10 
! I 
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repulsions or to 1:nsutfic1ent :interaction energy because at 
loosenesa. It is perhaps unnecessary to oerry the look-and-
key a.~':Uogy to the extent of picturing an aotual invagination, 
but the postulate of fA very speoific oonf1gu.l"at1on on the 
antibody surface 'Nhioh is oanplementary to the antigen 
struc.rture is oertainly the best molecular interpretation 
available at present. At the other extreme are nonspeo1f1c 
protein interaotions, suoh as With albumin, in which speci-
fio1ty is essentially nonex:.t.~tent. 
Serum albumin is rema:rkable for i t8 ab111 ty to interact 
with a wide variety of smaJ..l moleou.les. !he most strildng 
feature of t:118 interaction or binding, hmeva:r. 1s the 
laok of any reasonably marked speo1:f'1oity. Ohlnges in the 
struotures of the bound molecrJJ.es do have some efieats on 
the strength at bind.i.ng. The3C clE.:'1.ges in affinity are not, 
hovlever. as lArge as one would. eJq>eot to find it the surfaoe 
of the serum albumin molecule were cOV"el"ed with a. mosaic 
o:f rigid binding sites haVing a reasonably hig.'l degree of 
oanplem.errliar1ty 'to ".;he neoessarily limited num'ber of types 
of substances whiOl.1. such a mosaic might p otentlally 'bind. 
In order to account for tl1isthe oonc~t at a configurational 
a.daptability has been provisionally proposed ~'J. the protein 
field aocording to whioh the serum albumin moleoule is 
oonsidered to possess a debTee of :tnterna.l flexibility. AS 
I 
:1 
Ii 
I 
'i I, 
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a result, the su.r.taoe oonformation can be changed so as to 
establish a measure ot oomplemental.-ity with the surfaoe at 
a.lmost any moleoule that approaohes it, and there is no need 
to deal with a 11m1ted number of :fixed potential binding 
sites, hence, the 'USe of the te:rm statistical binding sites 
in OOll..'I1eetion lil1th this investigation. A strong point 1n 
su;pp a;:"f; at "iihis ooncept is the tact th.!.l·!) s arum albumin does 
possess a high degree of internal flex1bi11tyas oompared 
with other pro-teinG, whioh alSo sh~·1 a tar smaller affinity 
fClr sma.11 molecules. In a sense. the serum albumin maloc-ale 
bebaves like a l'Ullq> crf putty onto whioh one oan stick an 
ttnl1m:Lted number of different shapes. This.p ostulate ~ 
oontiJ;'Ul."&.tior..al a.daptability is important because it shows 
that can;plementar1 ty need not imply specti'ic1 ty. Further-
mare. it raisGs the possibility that, in some instances, 
the opeci:fic oa:li>lam.entary structure may be developed only 
when the substrate is present. 
To summarize then, there illust ex1st on the serum albumin 
protein a number at sites, eac...~ assodate<l with several side-
chains, vlh:tch t;o a. varying extent can $SSuntc a la.:rge number 
of oon:f1gurations in equillbr:i.um w::tth each other and of 
approx1ma;tely equal energy. In the presence of the proper 
small moleaule or ion that oonfiguration is stabilized whioh 
by virtue of its st"XUotural relation to the mOleoule or ion 
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permits the various portions of the molecule ar ion to 
interact with a.ppropriate groups of the protein. Thro:-efore, 
in aqueous solutions of serum albumin. there are a large 
number of oonfigurations of approxi.rn::ltely equal energy- and 
in thermodynamic equilibrium "nth eaoh other. With proteins 
su.oh as gamma Globulin it is not the una'V'a11ab111ty of the 
loci v!h..ich prevents binding, bu.'t rather the rigid oontigu.-
ration of the s.1tea. HOVl te:r the ooncept at oonfiguJ."'at1onal 
adaptability oan be pressed to eA;Plain the 'Utla"lailab111ty of 
phenolio or su.lfJ1ydryl groups, especially in gamma globulin, 
is lIDcertain. In ionio btnd.ing. electrostatic forces are 
pr1ma:rily involved though aided by van dar wa.a1S t inter-
aotions. However. oovalent bonds a..'t"e u.suaJ.1.v formed in the 
estimation of masked groups in prO'be:1ns lv1th the usual ohem-
ical. reagents. Als 0, the omreed grO'L1pS are r:;enerally avail-
able to titration at" other means of analysis. 
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TABI.J5 XXIII 
E~UILIBRIUM DIALYSIS STUDY ON THE HUMAIJ SERUM GAlt1MA GIDBULIN-
PROCAINE HYDROCHLORIDE SYSTEM AT pH 7.0 
E:Q'>erimental Conditions: Human Serum Gammn 
Globulin Ooncentration 0.1~, Temperature 400, 
pH 7.0, Ionio strength 0.15, Phosplnte 
Buffer _/15. 
Ini t1al Procaine· HCl 
Ooncentration OUtside 
o:f DialysiS Bag on 
Preparation. 
Oliola.ri ty) 
7.12 X 10-2 
;.61 X 10-2 
7.32 X 10-3 
5.72 X 10-3 
3.57 X 10-3 
2.85 X 10-3 
1.86 X 10-3 
7.04 X 10-4 
3.56 X 10-4 
2.86 X 10-4 
2.21 X 10-4 
7.32 X 10-5 
Unbound Proc:3.ine· HOl 
Concentration, (X), OUtside 
of Dialysis Bag a,-t Equilibr1 
f or :Blank and Experimental 
Assemblies. 
(Molarity) 
3.55 X 10-2 
1.79 X 10-2 
3.66 X 10-3 
2.82 X 10-3 
1.76 X 10-3 
1.42 X 10-3 
9.02 X 10-4 
3.44 X 10-4 
1.74 X 10-4 
1.38 X 10-4 
1.07 X 10-4 
3.41 X 10-5 
l 
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TABLE xnv 
E:~UILlBRIUM Dlt\LYSIS STUDY ON 'rIlE HUMA.N SERl]VI G,.tl.."M:i:M GLOBULIN-
BUTErHAM.INE HYDHOCHLQED.1E 3YST~ii kr pH 7.0 
;E&>erimental Conditions: Human Serum Gamma 
Globulin Concentration 0.1%, Temperature 4°0, 
pH 7.0, Ionic Strength 0.15, Phosphate 
Buffer }li/15. 
Initial Butethamine·HOl 
Concentration Outside 
of Dialysis Bag on 
Preparation. 
(Molarity) 
7.21 X 10-2 
;.61 X 10-2 
7.30 X 10-; 
5.80 X 10-; 
;.57 X 10-; 
2.80 X 10-; 
1.78 X 10-3 
6.96 X 10-4 
3.50 X 10-4 
2.82 X 10-4 
2.16 X 10-4 
7.00 X 10-5 
Unbound Butethwnine·HOl 
Ooncentration, (X), Outside 
of Dialysis Bag at Equilibrium 
far Blank and Experimental 
Assemblies. (Molarity) 
;.56 X 10-2 
1.79 X 10-2 
;.60 X 10-3 
2.82 X 10-3 
1.75 X 10-; 
1.;8 X 10-3 
8.52 X 10-4 
3.49 X 10-4 
1.71 X 10-4 
1.43 X 10-4 
1.08 X 10-4 
;.52 X 10-5 
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TABLE XXV 
E~UILIBRIUM DIAL'T.3IS, STUDY ON THE HUMAN SERUM GA.lVfMA GLOBULlN-
LItOCj~~Il~E HYTIROCHLORmE SYSTEM AT .pH 7.0 
EN? erimental Qondi ti ons : Human S arum Ga.mma 
Globulin Concentration 0.1%. Temperature 400, 
pH 7.0, Ionic Strength 0.15. Phosphate 
Buffer M/15. 
Initial Lidocaine-HOl 
Concentration Outside 
of Dialysis Bag on 
Preparation. 
(Molarity) 
7.30 X 10-2 
3.62 X 10-2 
7.35 X 10-3 
5.80 X 10-3 
3.57 X 10-3 
2.85 X 10-3 
1.78 X 10-3 
7.16 X 10-4 
3.50 X 10-4 
2.90 X 10-4 
2.20 X 10-4 
7.08 X 10-5 
Unbound Lidocaine.HOl 
Concentration, (X), OUtSide 
of DialysiS Bag at ~ui11brium 
far Blank and Experimental 
Assemblies. 
(Molarity) 
3.55 X 10-2 
1.80 X 10-2 
3.62 X 10-3 
2.80 X 10-3 
1.73 X 10-3 
1.42 X 10-3 
8.60 X 10-4 
3.30 X 10-4 
1.66 X 10-4 
1.41 X 10-4 
1.05 X 10-4 
3.44 X 10-5 
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TABLE XXVI 
:BUUILIBRIU1il DIA.LYSIS STUDY ON THE HUMAN SERUM GAliUllA GLOBULIN-
MEPIVACAlNE HYDROCHlORIDE S Y3TE\T AT pH 7.0 
Ee,Perimental Conditions: Human Serum Gamma 
Globulin Concentration 0.1%, Temperature 4°0, 
pH 7.0, Ionio strength 0.15. Phosphate 
Buffer :t1/15. 
Initial Mepivacaine-HCl 
Ooncentration outside 
of Dialysis Bag on 
Preparation. 
(1.1ola.r1 ty) 
7.00 X 10-2 
3.45 X 10-2 
6.98 X 10-3 
5.62 X 10-3 
3.43 X 10-3 
2.75 X 10-3 
1.65 X 10-3 
7.07 X 10-4 
;.54 1. 10-4 
2.81 X 10-4 
2.05 X 10-4 
7.00 X 10-5 
Unbound Menivacaine.HCl 
Ooncentration, (X), OUtside 
of Dialysis Bag at Equilibrium 
for Blank and EJq>eT'j;nental 
Assemblies. (rlfola:r5::,: ,': .) 
3.46 X 10-2 
1.68 X 10-2 
3.45 X 10-3 
2.75 X 10-3 
1.64 X 10-; 
1.40 X 10-3 
8.62 X 10-4 
3.32·X 10-4 
1.65 X 10-4 
1.36 X 10-4 
1.00 X 10-4 
3.47 X 10-5 
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CONOLUSIONS FROM THIS STUDY AND DISOUSSION OF THE RESULTS n 
REIATION TO BIOLOGIOAL SlGNIFlaA.'IOE 
Prom the data of Chapters V, VI, and VII and the re-
sUlting mathematical calculations fran these data, two main 
oonclusions oan be reaohed. Firstly, the binding at the 
ohosen local anesthetios with human serum albumin has certain. 
ea:rmarks of' s1milar1ty in that all of these agents appea:r to 
bring out the fact that the number of binding sites of these 
particular molecules on the albumin moleoules is in the 
neighborhood of two. Seoondly, the intera.ction of these 
local anesthetics With h'll.l118.1l serum gamma globulin is, for 
praotical purposes, negligible, in acoordanoe with the be-
haVior at many organio anions and cations in referenoe to 
thetr binding inability with gamma globulin. 
Besides these main conolusions the eJtperimerroal results 
bear out the tact that the loo~~ anesthetios studied fall 
into two distinct srOlX,PS in their interaction ability with 
human serum albumin. These two groups pa.rallel their mo-
lecular struotural maJtt: up in reference to the fact that 
prooaine and butethamine both oontain the ester type linkage 
whereas lidooaine and mep1va.oaine both oontain the amide tJPe 
.~ r 
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l.1nkage. The first two, namely procaine and butethamine, 
exhibit minimal binding at higher molar oonoentrations than 
the last two, namely. lidocaine and mep1vacaine. Exactl3' what 
bearing these faots have on the sum total of the properties 
of eaoh of these agents cannot be deoided on the basie of 
these observations. However, 1t may be alluded that the oon-
oentration range of eaoh of these agents between the occur-
rence of min1m.Um and max:t.mu.n1 :1n:beraotion maY' be related to 
the mOE!lt oommon. albeit the most effioient, conoentration 
levels at whioh these agents are used for the purposes of 
1nj action for regional analgesia. 
Besides what has already been stated. in derense of the 
method of equilibrium. dialysis that was used to car:ry 0\1't 
this 1nvestig3.ti OIl, the results just mentioned show tha"t 
the teohnique 1s eminently suited for quantitative studies, 
espeoially when an interaction is to be e::xplored through a 
range of drug oonoentrations. In this way, nearlY' ocmplete 
saturation of a protein with a given drug oan often be 
aohieved and information of prime physical and chemical 
importance derived. It is one of the few methods of choice 
in this type of endeavor and it is both quantitative in 
its results and thermOd3nam:1cally sound in theory, far it 
is a. measure of the change in the thermodynamiC aotiVity 
of the reactant (that 18, 1coaI anesthetic) speoies. fhermo-
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o.,namie aotivity, use4 here in 11is usual physioochemical 
sense, 1.'3 a definite :.f"\mo1i1on of the oonoentration of a given 
aotive mOiety, in this case the unbound local anesthetic, a.n4 
is obtained by determining the algebraio produot of the eo-
tivity coefficient and the oonoentra.tion. IIClVever, the method 
at' equil1br:lurn dialysis does not yield aocurate information. 
about the status of an interaction in the blood serum m 
vivg. B\ran 1:f whole serum. oontaining the substance under 
study is dialyzed, phys1ologioal oandition.<; will no longer 
be present beoause of the dilution of the aqueous phase. 
Should the drug-protein interaction be reversible, disso-
Oiation may occur and nei thor the amount bound. per mole of 
protein nor the fraotion of the total amount of drug bound 
will neoessarily reflect the state at affairs before equi-
librium was disturbed. 
AS a. word at: eJIl) l3.na.ti on tor the ohoioe of human versus 
other souroes of serum proteins, suoh aft bovine or equine 
sources, the follOWing comment is offered. It has been 
establiShed in man;, 1nstances that nost drugS that exhibit 
binding to proteins are bound to a.bout the same extent by 
human. bovine, and horse serum proteins, a fortunate coin-
oidence since these a.re the comnon. souroes ar albumin 'far 
GJq>erimental work. In genera.l. hav ever , the complete un-
• ~ r 
predictabil1 ty of speoies d.ifferences and the var1ati on of 
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relative binding IH1.,.er with different drugs dictate ca.ution 
in transferring interaotion data fl.'om one species to another. 
It should be emphasized that the most fundamental aspect 
ot the interaotions of d:ru.gs with serum proteins is that these 
diverse oombinations must be regarded as model sYS"GeIaS for 
eluc:l.dating the nature of the primary interaction ~ eaoh 
dru.g with ita protein receptor in the body. In scme instances 
the aft'1n1ty far serum proteinS seems "to parallel -the primary 
potenoy of a drug. fnvis a.nd Wood (65) shewed tha.t this is 
true in the su.lfonamide series a.nd e.nother parall.el situation 
has been indioated in the ocrnpet1t1on of certain substanoes 
for kidney tubular excretion and for binding to albumin. This, 
however, is not always the case and, oertainly, not the general 
rul.e. For e~let even among the sulf'onam1des, aoetylation 
abolishes antibaoterial aotion without affeoting protein 
binding. Also. penioillins K and X, in the absenoa at albumin, 
are both more potent antibaoterials than G, 13.1 thaagh the order 
far affinity or binding far a.lbumin is K> G>X. Again, in 
the ba:rbiturate series, interaotion with protein cannot be 
oorrelated with either therapeutio potenoy or susoeptibility 
to metabolio destruo·tion in the human body. In fact. simple 
parallelisms are not to be e.J;PEloted. Only a.s the nature at 
the foroes that are responsible far 1nter,:3.ot:1on speoificity-
.~ r 
are explained and an inSight into the precise nature of the 
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protein su.:r£aoe is achieved, shrlll the unde:rste.nding of the 
binding phenomena be adv;::moed., for :tt must be rem0mbered that 
although no specificity exists bet'V'reen the 1iPfo interacting 
molecu.l2I speoies t they have a seleotive a:f'f'ini ty for eaoh 
othe:r. 
A practical consequenoe of binding or interaotion studies 
1s that some drtlgs or other substa.'tloes may be oombined w1-th 
looal ~lnesthet1cs and other materials to potentiate their 
aotion. For example, it 1s knO't'tn that potasstum sa.lts enhanoe 
the ::malgesie efieot of prooaine. However, iri.filtra.tion CIt 
tissues with solutiOns oontaining po-ca.ssium usually oau .. .-:;es 
pain, edOOlS., 9.71d redness in the post-anesthetic -p e.ri 04. Pro--
taM, also, axe known to po1ientia;te looe.l analgesio aotiOl"1. 
Most oommonly, gliadin, human plasma, and serum albumin, when 
added to procaj~ne, are known to prolong its effect. The same 
1s true f'ar other local anesthetio agents. The increase in 
duration, however, is not remarkable from a olinical sta.nd-
point and usually the benefits derived are not worth the effort 
in the preparation of the solutions. These fa.cts, then. at 
the present -time, ha.ve a theoretioal value or significanoe 
at best. 
The behavior of human serum albumin to\1m'd local anes-
thetic as determined in trds investigation is explainable by 
the theory that &mino acid res!duea with -00 grou;ps, on the 
l 
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protein, interact preferentially '>"lith -000- side cmins. 
This :tnternal binding or inter3.ct:"on demClnds that an orgsmic 
cation must have a much hiGher interaction to be bound at 
a -COO- site than an organio anion requires to be bound at 
<l.n :;tm+ site. Among molecules of similar size and structure, 
anions are -therefore bound much more strongly than cations; 
in this study, the cations are looal anesthetios when pre-
pared in solution as the hydrochlorides. 
The results that were obtained in this inv(;;stigation with 
human serum gamma globulin bear out the concept that this pro-
tein fraction of blood is, more th'.ln likely, not linked with 
the production of foreign proteins. Rather, as - is well-known, 
the gamma. globulinS are primarily ooncerned with antibody 
production. The severity af an allergic reaction to a par-
tioular local anesthetic is possibly a measure of the ability 
of an organism to syntheSize antibodies versus the foreign 
proteins that are produced when human serum albumin complexes 
with local anesthetics. ordinarily, antibody formation is 
thought of only as a method of protection, while the harmful 
effects th~t can be produced by the presence of circulating 
antibodies is overlooked. As a matter of faot, antibody 
formation is a reaction at the body against foreign high 
molecular substances, having its counterpart in the body's 
reaction against low molecular '\veight substances, which is 
l 
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termed detoxication. It should be borne in mmd that both 
detoxication and antibody responses are the result of special 
conditions, and may be harmful as well as benefiCial to the 
organism. 
Since there is no difference in the number of binding 
sites but only in the degree of binding at these Sites, :for 
the local anesthetics used in this study with human serum 
albumin at the pH values investigated, namely, 6.8, 7.0, 
and 7.2, it may probablY' be safe to say that near the normal 
body pH values, the hydrogen ion concentr8.tion does not ma-
terially influence the statistical binding sites of the pro-
tein for local anesthetics. If' this conjecture is correct, 
probably some levity in the preparation of anesthetic so-
lutions for injection use, with reference to the pH af' the . 
solutions, is permitted. It might be noted, however, that 
the ability of local anesthetiCS to block nerve impulses of 
the sciatic nerve in decapitated frogs decreases as the pH 
1s lowered appreciably, that is, as the degree of ionization 
increases. Therefore, the ability of local anesthetics to 
block nerve impulses may not bear a direct relationship with 
the binding of these agents. Hovvever, a study of the binding 
of local anesthetiCS at pH values farther removed than a few 
tenths of a pH lIDit fran neutral or pH 7.0 would introduce 
.' , 
another unphysiological fa.ctor, besides those already present, 
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into the artii'1cia~f but yet justified on theoretioal gr0unti8, 
conditior...s under v,/hich this project wan oar.ned out. 
Alkn.lir:.ization ~ ~olutions of looaJ. anesthetic drugs 
r.as been recommended, although scme"t1raesu.n.success:f'ully, to 
enhance the local anesthetio e.tfeots. but the procedu:.ce is 
of' doubti'Ul value. Although the free base and not the hydro-
chloride salt is the agent fvhioh penerl;;ratea into the oell and 
causeS J\ihe physiological ohange atJcributed to a local. anea-
the"tic, regardlese oi ·~he pH that €A solution may have before 
injection, it becomes adjusted to the pH of the tiesues af'-ter 
injeotion by Virtue o:C' the bufi'er aotion of the electrolytes 
in the -cissne fluids. float aneS thet;lo solutions -that are 
used clinioally a;t'e .acid in reaotion bea.:'luso they ~Iol:"e iJxa-
pared from the salts and. their pn value i.s nl.ised to that 
o:f -the tiusues upon injection. liLkewise, "'t;he pH oZ alkaline 
solut;iol'lS is lQl'Jered to -blat of the -tissueS upon ilJ.ject1on 
with -tho result tha-G the et'tectfa at: previOUS alkalinization 
al~e nuJ.l1f1ed. 
One fu.ndamental tlUestion vlhioh any inve~rt."igation into 
-the binding of proteins with dru{!p raiseo is whethel:' or not 
and under \vhat oondi tions tr~ oommon in:teraotions of drugs 
with proteins in the serum are capable 0:£ giv1tlg :i:'ise to 
t::.ntigenicity, Emd i:f so, 'under \'iua:1:; conclitiorJ.8.. There 1s 
no part1cti.lar evidence in the litera:(;urG 01' in the present 
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investiS!t1on to suggest a stricrt pa.rallel1sm between af!1ldt7 
for Ser'Jm proteins and e.11ergic potentiality, but th1.s does 
not bear "lIPon the qu.estion. ObviollSly, inter:lctior..s ot a 
dru.etvith 3. serum. pro'tein c:xr protei:r1.S are not a Gu:ffic1ent 
oondi tion far Allergy, because, for eX'l.:mple. all penicillin 
treated :patients would. becane sensitive to this drug since 
it d,oos exhibit prote1n btr.d1ng. Whether interact~.on of' the 
ldnd earriedout in this work is a neoessary con",1 ti on re-
m0.1ns to be proved. 
lirem themodyna.1TIio oonsiderat:tO!l...s and the theary of 
multiple equilibria discussed in Ohapter In the foll01l\1.ng 
approx1m:'lte eo.laulations ma.y be made. First ot all, tram 
equ.'J.tion [22] of the theory ar multiple eq:::dlibria and the 
values at 'the il.1~;rinsic affin1 ty COllstal':!tS, Itt at :pR 7.0 
tcrr. example, far the anesthetio agel).ts studied, the v3.1ues 
of the equilibrium ooruJtants, k.tt are approXimately 6.3 X 
10' t 9.7 X 10', 2.5 X 105, and 5.0 X 105 for proeaine. 
bntetha.m1ne, lldooaine, and mepivaeaL'"le. :respectively. Nexb, 
respective values for the e<J.u111br.tum constants, k2,:u:'a 
approximately 1.6 X 10'. 2.4 X 10' t 6., X 104, and. 1.3 X 
,05• Then. according to the theory of' therrnodynamioa, the 
free energies of binMne, or mare oomm01"...lYt the btnd.:tng 
encrGiea t a.t 40 Oentierade :f err the eqi:dli bria. oanesI' ondi.n.-g 
to these constants are approxima.tely -4.85. -5.10, -6.89, 
iii' 
I 
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and -7.27 respeotively, far ~. and approximo.tely -4.10. 
-4.34, -6.12. and -6.50 ~es1"cc·tivcl;r. for k2t in ldlooalortes 
per 0010, coJ.ou1ated from -the equation 
Ll FO::: -aT In K. 
Here ~ FO is the standard free ene:rgy o:f bindil13, R :I.e the 
gas law consta.nt, T 10 -the a'bnolute ter.lpera:L1.tr:e, and K is the 
appro-,Pria;tc equilibrium. eons"tant, ~ or~. Fran the resul1;s 
it can be s ee..'"l -tha;t; the 'b111dir..g energy v3.lues are larger in 
absolute magnitude far the inte.raoti on of the til."St loCt\l 
anes'i;hetic moleoule rd.tih huma.n 3e%'\.'i'l: 3.l0um.in in the react1an 
-
than for the interacti on at the second local anesthetic 
mo1eou.le with human serum albTh1lin in the rea.otion 
PX + X == PX2• 
where l? is the :protein and X 1s the loeal anesthetio agent. 
These results are valid if. in the first place,. the 
number of actual binding sites on the h'tt.1Ian serum albumm 
molecule is two far the local ~m.estJ::letics procaine, 
butetharnine. lidocaine. HnC. mep1vaoaine. Also. the formu-
lation given above is valid only it the interaction of the 
first l.ocal aI'!.estllet10 ion does not influ.ence the bindin,g 
of a Dooond ion exoept to the extent tmt there is one leas 
site to VJh1ch the second ion oan atta.oh itself. Ions that 
.~ , 
are successively bound do frequentlY interact. This means 
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that at times elect:rosta~.e In:t;eraet1on is c0rt31derable ant 
can ,~estl;r otttwe1gh the ~ta:t19t1ca1 atfee-t. There can 11ke-
wi-so 'be "'an, der Waals' interaotion bet, .. veen org:=m1c lon.~; this, 
flO doubt. occurs in tho interaction of 100801 ~esthet1c agen1ls 
with huma'"l serum albumin. A diseusSi on of this tY'e of inter-
aotion in reference to this study .,1:t11 'be m~d.e now. 
As t\vo atoms approaoh each other there is a V'Je.~k :\t-
l."action 'ifihioh 1s ,??ri.marily eleotroste.t1c 1.n natv.re. !Phis ts 
known as the van C!.a:r waals' attraction :force and. ~"...ries as 
the s1:rth PO\'l$r of the dieta:nce between the e:toms. Th.e eY1_tl3 
of suoh a "bona· is about 1000 calories :Del." mole and 1s at 
1ropart'anoe 1n matntain1ne 'the crystal struoture of manY' e<a-
potm.ds. At shorter distanoes o't sepa<ra1i1on a pot,ertul van 
der Ws.rllst repulsive farce 'becmes effective whio'h 1s s~..m.1lar 
in nat"Ul:'e and maGtli tude to the ferees of ehernioal bond foX'-
mat10n and is du.e t'j 'the o'V'erlnppirtG of the eleotxonio dis-
tr:Umtion of the reSj!eeti"lfe atms. 1..'1'1 eo. crystal these van 
f!er Waals t attraotive and repulf'liw :t"orces a:t"e ba.lanced at 
a oertain distanoe dt approach of the atoms., By means of. 
X-ray d.:1tt.ra~on stn.ettes, 11; ~.s poesib1e to T!lEH1Sttre the 
distanoe separating ai;~ in a. O'.r"JStal and1 acoordingly. 
to assig'll a. so-called Tan dar waals- radius to 'the atom. 
'-'hie dis'tanee repr$Bel'!t;s the closest a.pproach tmt can be 
made 'to an atom without eherlieii5. bond :f't'1l'mS."M. on. Those 
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radii are usetu1 in CODStrtlot1ng moleoular models and a 
chunioal brmd rem1.lte when the repulsive foroes are r:J'IIer-
cane ar..d two atatlS 8I>3>roe.Oh oloser than the sum t:1t their 
van dar waals t radit. There are e everal farms ~!.h1eh tr..1s 
interaction be-bween the two atoms can asS'tUfie ~d whioh leeas 
to the fomat~.on a! different types of ohernit'.al bonae. '!he 
ionic bona involves a. disorete transfer t:Jf electrons from 
one a't:an to the ot"her, whereas a. eO'fnlant bond results when 
two electrons are fJbareit b:r the two stems. Var.'_ou.s h;y'bT.1ds 
of the i.<m1c 9,nd eO'iValent bnnds are 'Possible. 
In any :postulate« atTtlcture of a protein whIch is to 
be med 'for tully explaining ittterao'tion phenomena the bond 
lIietanecs and 'bond angles nmst have aooepted val'ttes. The 
ValtU~8 to be regart'-e4 as acceptable are those derivet .:fran 
x-ray Bt't'td.lee CIt small moleenbu,.such as runino ac1ta ana 
a_11 pep1d.dee.and the chance at any large devia.tions tr ... 
the average '\'I'alUe8 is negl1gible. !be mOErt 1mpartatrt feature 
1s that the six a.t(Jl'lS of the peptide grcm;p <-o-co-lIB-O-) 
il'l'V'9.riabl:y 11e tn a plane, tJr very nearly so.. !'h1s 18 d-
trlhl.l.ted to resonanoe. whioh is alSo retl'Pons1ble for the 
relatively shtt''t (mr-oO) bond. !the strttet'ttt"e reirainl :O:-'ee4f.1ll 
~ motion in spite ~ the pl8nar1ty of the peptide bond. 
rotation be1ne possible about th.e two 91n[",,1e bonae e:ttaohe4 
to mcb carbon at01'!1. A .. 'P~ frM the oova,.ent bonae, Whioh 
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are usually obtained from amino acid sequence studies, the 
most 1nij>ortant Unks in structures of proteins are the hydrogen 
bondS, suoh as CD • • • 00) or (OB • • • (0). From results 
of investigations obtained thus far, virtually all the D, 
00, OR or similar groups which the structure oontains are 
somehow linked up in h;rdrogen bondS; but the pa.rtiou.la:r groups 
pa.ired to one a.nother oannot be predioted. The stereoohem.ioal 
oondi tiona whioh a h3drogen bond must satisfy are not so re-
striotive as those governing oovalent bonds. but the bond 
distance and bond a.ngle must fa.ll nevertheless wi thin oertain 
limi ta • PiDally there are the van dar Waals' oontacts between 
neighboring atoms. These are not direotional bonds nor are 
the permissible distanoes very precisely determined. However, 
a struoture cannot have van dar Waals' "bonds- whioh are 
unacoeptably short. All 1n all., the oonditions imposed by 
stereoohemiStry are very severe, and the number of oon-
figurations allaN'ed by them for a. structure is often ver'3 
srtJ.all. This does not neoessarily m.ean that all the allowed 
oonfigu:rations oan be simply disoovered. These oonsiderations 
and the oomplete amino a.oid sequence of human serum albumin 
and most other proteins have not yet been oompletely worked 
out so that an all inolusive explanation of the binding sites 
a.nd binding phenomena of human serum albumin cannot be given 
at this time. 
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A O(Jlij)ar1son of the binding energies of the hydrogen 
bonds t (lUI • • • 00) and (OR • • • 00) of pr oteins, whi oh 
are in the Vicinity of '.5 and 6.0 kilocalories per mole. 
respeotively, with the approxLmate 5 kilocalories per mole 
free energy of interaotions of local <.\ flcsthetios and human 
serum albumin shows that the ability of some local anesthetic 
agents, at least, to b1nd with protein lies between these 
two types at b;ytJrogen bonding. !he approximate value at 
5.0-7.0 ld.looalor1es per mole obta1ned in this study prob-
ably means that the oODq)et1tion of local anesthetic agents 
far protein s1 tes is greater between the hydrogen bonding 
(OR • • • 00) than between (lm .... 00), everyt;h1ng else 
being equal.. This must be the case since much less energy 
is liberated in the fcrmation of the (tm • • • 00) hyarogen 
bonding than in the farmation of the (OB • • • (0) hydrogen 
bonding. In a.n;r case, the local anesthetio agents probably 
oanbine at the sit 8S, on the protein, which are left over 
fran (JB • • • 00) and (OB " • • (0) h3drogen bondin.g, pH, 
temperature, ionic strength, ooncentration. and other oon-
ditions altering this o<Upet1tion one way CXl" another depenil1ng 
upon the yet unknown con:tigt;U."ation of the protein under a.tll' 
s tit conditions. 
AS a recapitulation it may be desirable to review the 
cbem1cal aspects at protein binding of small ions with 
I : 
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re1"erenoe to the binding of local anesthetic agents with 
human serum albumin. These aspects were listed in Ohapter I • 
.,) Determination of the number of interacting moleCllles 
held by a human serum albumin molecule under specified environ-
mental conditions resulted in a range between zero and two 
molecules of local anesthetic per molecule of protein depending 
on the ooncentration of the local anesthetic. 
2) Determination of the ma.z1mum number of sites on a 
human serum albumin molecule available to a local anesthetio 
interacting speoies r8$ulted in an approximate statistical 
value of two. 
') Themodynam10 considerations of the strength of the 
bond between the protein and any given local. anesthetic use4 
in this study gave a value in the neighborhood of 5000-7000 
calories per mole as the binding energy of a 100301 anesthetic 
with human serum album1n. 
4) The effect of pH on the extent of binding of blmaan 
serum albumin with local anesthetics was disoussed in Chapter 
VI and showed that the pH of a solu.tion of a local anesthetic 
and the protein affects the extent of binding at a particular 
oonoentration of local anestbatic, but; the pH does not affect 
the max::1mt1m number of binding si tea. 
5) Ooncerning the structural oharaoteristics of the 
. ~ , 
interaoting molecules whioh fa.vor oombination with human 
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serum albumin in this study, it may be said that the inter-
aoting local a.nestMtio agents belong to two main ol~ses 
depending upon whether they are eater type local anesthetics 
or amide type looal. anesthetics. The amide type local anes-
thetiCS a oem. to be bound mare stroll8l7. 
6) ~he molecu.lar and configurational nature a! the site 
on the protein at which a g1ven 100801 anesthetic agent is 
bound will be intimately dependent upon the yet to be oanplete 
eluo1c1a:t1on 0-: the details ctf Itt'otein struotures in general 
and human serum albumin in particular. 
It tmlSt be realized at th18 po1n't that the prediction and 
analysis of small moleoule-protein interaotions Under phys1o-
log1oa.l oonditio!}s is a long way from the study at these same 
ohem:1.oals in relatively Simple, a.:rtifioial. systems. HOI'l ever , 
the detexm1nat1on at the nature of suoh interaotions undc 
artificial oond1tions is sure to serve as a. guide to the 
behaVior at l1V1ns systems. 
In order to oonsider the pharmaoological overtones into 
whioh this investigation has encroaohed, it may be beat to 
begin by 1001d.ng into the role t:tat local. anesthetio agents 
play with respect to the interference .1n the oonduotion ctt 
nerve impulses. In tact. the field of drug aotion on axonal 
oonduotion is lim1teti to blook1ng drugs known as local anes-
thet'"1os. Bath the chemical. medhan1smS responsible far the 
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observed electrical phenomena. in the conduction at nerve 
1nqrulses a.long nerve axons and the chemical mechanisms of 
drug action on axonal. conducrtion are nO't oanpletely tmder-
stood. However, the view has no emerged that the electrical 
events in a nerve fiber are governed by the difi'erential 
permeabil1ty of its surface membrane to aodilml and potassium 
ions and. that these permeab1l1 ties themselves depend u;pon the 
eleotric field across the surfaoe. The interaction crt these 
two factors lea.ds, at a. oertiain critioal threshold level, 
to exo1:tiation, that is, to a regenerative release at electrical 
energy fram the axon membrane and the propagation of this 
ohange along the 1'i bar in the form of a br1ef t ail-or-none, 
electrioal impulse called the spike ar aot1on potential. 
The nerve cell waJ.l is normal.ly p os1 tively' charged on 
the outside and ne€l.lti valy oha'rged on the inSide. This means 
that there is a tendenoy far eleotrically charged partioles 
to move across the membrane in response to this oha.:rge or 
electrical. potential. fhe only charged partioles of oon-
sequence in th18 oonneotion are iema 1n aqueous solution. 
In tact, for the pu:tpaee of discuss1n8 the prinoipal features 
of the nerve signal. the stru.otural picture oa.n be reduced 
to that of a long oylindrical tube with a sur.t'ace membrane 
which separates two aqueous solutions of equal osmolarity 
bu1; of different chemical oanj:;oe1t1on. In the external 
I 
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medium, mare than 9~ of the osmot10 balance 1s made up af 
sodium and ohloride ions while inside the cell, these ions 
aooO'lltt'b far less than ,~ t:Jt the solutes, potassium taldng 
the plaoe at sodium. and various organiO anions. presumably 
synthesized within the cell itself, taking the place a! chlo-
ride. Therefore, the ooncentration of sod1um ions 18 abOllt 
ten times higher outside of the cell than inSide and the 
ooncentration of potassium. ions :La about ,0 times higher 
1ns1de the cell than outside. ~hus t there is a potential 
differenoe across the oell membrane of some 60 to 90 
millivolts while there are no detectable potential 41f'-
ferenoes w1th1n the 1nter1ar of the narmal rest1ns oell. 
The stru.oture at the oell membrane is such tlla:t 1 t 
is relatively impermeable to the large b;ydratted sod1:um 10M 
and an aotive metabolio meohanism dependent on oxidative 
processes literally "pUJ:qpsft sodium ions out of the oells. 
Aooording to present Views of the ionic maintenance meo.ha-
n1sms of' the resting oell. it is the oellular me1iabol1sm 
1ibit is respons1bJ.e tor the upkeep of ionio ooncentration 
differenoes between the cell and 118 surrotmdinga. ~h:1s 
is aoca.qplished by s1tlthesiz:ing large Grga.n1o anions iIb10h 
oannot diffuse through the membrane and by providing the 
ener§ far an a.otive ion-exohange meohaniSm. eJl;Pelling 
. ~ , 
sodium ions and aocumulating potassiUm ians, possiblY eme 
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far one. The 0011 membrane has a generally extremel3' low 
ionic permeability so that even in the oanplete absence C1f 
pum.ping a.otion it wwld take many hours before the sodium/ 
potassium ooncentration gradients ran down. ~he ionic per-
meability of the rest1tlg membrane, apart fran be1ng smaJ.l., 
is also differentially very selective, that to potassium 
being much higher than to sodium, so that the potential 
differenoe across the resting membrane is appraxtmate1.7 that 
a£ a potassium oonoentration oell.. Although it does not quite Ii 
reaoh this level. it would do so only if the sodium pemea-
bili ty were negligible. Be this as it may, as in m.ost in-
-
stanoes of speoifio oellular utlliza:tion of meta.bolic energy 
yields, there is no theary a1; present to eJl;Pla.in how the 
driving reaotion of the sod1um Pl2Il.lP is geared to the eJq>ress 
purpose of u;pelling sOdium ions and ffpiling upft potasSium 
A std:table stimulus br1l:lgs a'bau.t a manentary reversal· 
of the electric potent1a.l across the nerve oell membrane 
and this is what is measu:red as the nerve impulse. ~ the 
eleotrio potential is reversed 1nStea4 of merely destroye4 
is not thoroughl;v understood. It is due, in part at least. 
to a marked and specifio alteration of the ionic pemeabillty 
of the nerve membrane to sodium ions. These ions rush through 
the membrane in'to the oell manenta.rily (far abou:t one m1ll1-
II 
I 
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seoond or less) and the excess of cations tlms oreated inside 
the oell :forces potassium ions CRltward to neutralize the 
potential dti":f'ere11Oe. Du:r1ng the reor::t'lery' process sodium 
ions are pu:m.pe4 to the Ollts1de at the oell and potassium ions 
move inside, and the narmal state of pOlarirat1on is thWJ 
restored. It should be noted that the electrical return of 
the system during -the implllse 1s nat brou,ght about by a 
reversal of the :1.an1c mov8lIlen't but by the leakage of an 
equivalent quantity of potassium ions. Both sodium and 
potasSium. are mOVing downhill during the ~ulse, bu't the 
quantities are so small that no de1ieotable change of the 
inte:rnal ooncentration would occur during one 11nPulse, and 
there 18 plenty of time ftlr the P1lq)1ng process to restare 
the chemical Situation in resting periodS later on. 
The reversal at potential acress the membrane a.t the 
s1t. of -the nerve 1m,pulse oauses a sudden flow of ions t.l'Jrough 
the adjacent axonal m.embrane. fh1s flow of ions is eu:f'f'101ent 
to trigger a depolari0at1on with a resulting action potential 
in this area, and by repetition of this process the 1mpulse 
is propagated without decrement along the axon resul t1q 1n 
conduction or prODagat1on of the nerve i,nu)ulse. 
fhe flow of ions initiated by the approaching nerve 
impulse 16 believed to cause the release of acetylcholine 
fran an inaotive preou.rsar. fhl released aoetylcholine 
, 
i' 
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triggers a receptor protein 1n such a way as to cause de-
polarization of the membrane. Then aoetylcholine is destroyed 
by aootylcholinestel.'aSe and res;ytl"thesized later by oholine 
aoetylase far 8torage. Sinoe many local anesthetics oontain 
ohemioal struotures resembling acetyloholine, it is possible 
and most probable that they ocmpete with the enzyme or enzymes 
governing this chain reaction and thereby interrupt the 
propagation of the nerve impulse. 
If it is oonjectured, in the light of the results of 
this study that local anesthetio agents interaot vii th lmman 
se:ru.m a.lbumin under specified oonditions, that the reoeptor 
protein. whioh acetyloholine triggers in the prOpagation of 
the nerve impulse, 1$ an albumin-l1ke protein, it is possible 
that the blook1n8 of the nerve 1mpulse by a local anesthetio 
is brought about by the binding a:f the local anesthetic com-
pound with the reoeptor protein, in com,pet1tion with aoet71-
choline. In this way, then, it may well be that local anes-
thetios aooompl1ah the antiacetyloholinesterase aot1 vi t7 
usually attrt.buted to thE;ml. In other wordS, the blooldng 
of aoetyleholine aotion by local anestheties may be carried 
out by inaotivating the receptor protein by means r:4 binding 
or interaction. 
The statiStical e.t1'ect of this binding or interaotion, 
as determined. by this study. Ca.h be appreciated by oan.Paring 
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the situation :faoing a local anestheti0 moleoule, X, as it 
approaches a tnlman serum albumin molecule, P, with the 
situa:tion when it approaohes "the complex, n. In the la"" 
case, the number ~ binding 81 tea open to the looal anesthetio 
molecule, X, is only one. whereas two binding sites were 
available to the looaJ. anesthetic molecule, x,. approach1ng 
the human serum albumin molecule, P. Thezoef'ore. the ohanoes 
of a suooess:f'u.l interaotion in the case of X approa.ollillg PX 
are only one-half that of X a.pproaohing 1:. and thus the 
probabi11ty t1f far:m1:ng the seoond oan;ple.x. 1'X2, is less than 
that of forming PL, Another stat1Stical effect world.ns 
againSt the fODDs;tiOll at ~. as compared to PXt ariSes even 
after the oanplexes have been forme4. In the ()aSe of p~. 
there are two posit1om at wb10h a single :x molecule may be 
removed. since the first X mol.eoule as weJ.: as the seoond 
.molecule may oane off. Therefore, the ohance of p~ di$-
sooiat1ng a singl.e X molecule is tw10e as muoh as that at the 
oanplex, PI, losing a single X moleoule. Therefore, aga1n a. 
probability faotor is present whioh tends to reduce the 
oonoentration of the oomplex, P~. Then, f'rom the thermo-
d.;rnamio sta.nclpoint discussed prev1ously, ~t will be reduced 
if the oonoentration of p~ 15 reduoed ani fj F2 0 oarrespana~ ng 
to ~ Will not be as negative as it would have been if the 
probability factor were not 'dj;fera.tive. In addition to the 
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statistical effect, there is the other faotor, disoussed 
previou.sly, which tends to reduce the :relative stability of 
the oomplex, p~. as oOll'.\Pared to the ocmplex. PX. Sinoe ions 
are being bound, charged tmits and. f'urthermore, speoies of 
like oharge are being dealt with. Therefore, it is to be 
a;p8cted that the firSt bound local anesthetio ion would 
exert an electrostatic repulsion toward an approaching second 
ion. Again, the tendenoy at the seoond local anesthetic 
ion to be bound by l?X would be redu.oed, and hence the strength 
at the bond decreased. 
Modern oonoepts concern1ng the structure of proteins 
emphasize regularity in the pattern of oocurrenoe of amino 
acid residues within the proteins. !:lIare simpl.y, the faQ't; 
that the fundamental peptide ohl:dna sJ.:·e all derived :trom 
peptide bond f'ormation through the alpha carboxyl and alpha. 
amino groups inmll:'es a strict spacing ~ the emeraent residues 
alcng the peptide chain. This spacing between two peptide 
bonda is, theref'ore, a very reguloo.'" distance called the 
identity distance and is equal to abOllt 3.6 Angstroms. l-t; 
is especially interesting, in view of the "two site binding 
results" obtained in thiS investigation of the interaction at 
local. anesthetio agents with human serum albumin, that studies 
throughout the past decade relating variOUS t3'.Pes of phar-
maoologic aot! v11Jy to 1ntramol"e&u:Lar distances between 
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croupines in various series of d1."Uo~ have revealed repeatedly 
the identity distanoe or scme whole number multiple of the 
identity distance as the distance most readily oorrelated with 
optimum activity. Usually this nml1;i1'le of the identity 
distanoe is an even-numbered nm.l ti1'le and. for many nerve 
blocking agents this distance is about 7.2 Anestroms or about 
twice the identity distanoe. Therefore, if the L1ult1ple sites 
which bind a given drug with a protein are in reality the 
emerGent amino acid residues of a protein, it is not surprising 
that the distances on the protein involved Vld th drug a.oti Vi ty 
follow the multiplicity ru.le w1.th respect to the identity 
distance. In the present oase, sinoe the approximate length 
of the aoetylcholine molecule is about eight Angstroms and 
the approximate length of the looal anesthetic aGents is in 
this same vicinity, there may be sane oonnection between the 
"drug aotivity" of both a.oetyloholine itself and the local 
anesthetio agents which may take its plaoe on the reoeptor 
protein, and the fact that their lengths are a little greater 
tlk'1.!l twice the identity distanoe. 
Reoently (66,67), experiments have been perfonned which 
seem to show that the so-oalled receptor protein that is 
believed to be involved in the nerve impulse tra.nsmission 
meohanism has been isolated from an extraot of eleotrio 
tissue of Electrgphorus eleotr1oUs (electrio eel). First, 
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there is a striking parallel be"t\veen the binding of curare 
and related canpounds to tlUs protein in solution and their 
a.:f'fini ty i'or the receptor as measured by their e:f:'fects on 
the eleotrical aotivity of the isolated eleotrophax. This 
interaction was studied by equil1 brium dialysis under con-
trolled oonditions of pH and ionic strength. Also, testing 
of the binding to the protein of a whole series of choline 
derivatives sh~'ied that acetylcholine was bound most strongly. 
Interaction of the protein with prooaine and other local 
anesthetics has also been found which was strikingly parallel 
to the graded aotion of the oomp ounds on oonducting membranes 
of both nerve and electroplax as well as on synapses at 
electroplax. These observations strongly support the assump-
tion that the is olated protein is indeed the receptor. The 
protein has been purified to a considerable extent, to es-
sentially one canponent in electrophoretic studies, and 
refinements in the isolation are still being oontinued. 
However, thus far, the complete 1denti ty and struoture of 
the protein, as is trtle in the case of most proteins of 
biological importanoe, has not been oompletely worked out. 
Therefore, whether or not the receptor pro"l;ein is partially 
or completely identical with the human serum albumin used 
in this investigation cannot be deoided at this time. 
In conclusion, therefore, it may be said that the 
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interaotion of looal anesthetios with human serum albumin 
may have biologioaJ. significanoe from two Viewpoints. First, 
the binding of local anesthetios vd-th the protein may have 
one or more effects on the injection concentration, in the 
immediate neighborhood of a nerve, of the local anesthetic 
that is necessary :for initiating proper and la.sting analgesia. 
Second, the interaction may be important in the chemical and 
physical phenomena which lead, in the final analysis, to the 
10001 :.:malgesia or nerve bloclt by interfering with the nonnal 
train of events neoessary for the conduction of a nerve impulse. 
Olarificatian of this possible dual role of local anesthetio 
binding 'with human serum albumin must await more canplete 
knQl;lI{ledge of the chemical and physical three-dimensiona.l 
pioture of this protein. 
Also, the failure of human serum gamma globulin to inter-
aot with the looal anesthetic agents of this study cannot be 
explained until the aotual chemical structure of this protein, 
likeWise, has been determined and eluoidated. 
The present conoept of a protein molecule is undoubtedly 
a gross oversimplification. Structural modeJJ3 carmot indicate 
the nature of the vdde differences beiivleen different proteins 
such as are found in hormones, enzymes, blood proteins, and 
viruses. Some of the behavior of proteins may reside in 
localized complex sur:f'ace patterns or three-dimensional 
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tempJ.a.tes. This aspeot of protein strllcture is one that is 
least known at the present time. 
P..PPEIIDIX I 
DET:8RMn~ATIOU OF HUMA.:U SERUM ALBUNIIN MOISTURE OONTENT 
(llrying to Constant Weight at 1050 Centigrade) 
Samp le Number 1 
WeiGht of WeighinG Bottle 
ana Cover 19.04333g. 
Weight of Undried Albumin 
+ Weic:m.llg Bottle and Cover 19.29370g. 
Wei0ht of Undried Albumin 0.25037g. 
Weight of Dry Albumin + 
WeiGhing Bottle and Cover 19.28161 g. 
Weight of Dry Albumin 0.23828g. 
WeiGht of water Lost 0.01209g. 
Percentage w~ter Content 4.83% 
Averase Percentaee Water 
Cont ent of Human S erwn 
Al bUlll in 
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2 
18.62314g. 
18.90460g. 
0.28146g. 
18.89182g. 
0.26868g. 
O.01278g. 
4.54% 
4.69% 
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APPENDIX II 
A COMPARISON OF THE PEROENTAGE CONOENTRATIONS JiliD MOLAR CONCEN-
TRATIONS OF SOME OF THE LOCAL .ANE3THE.l!IC SOLUTIONS USED IN THE 
ED?ERIMENTS 
1) Prooaine.HOl 2) Butethamine· 001 
a) O.~ == 7.32 X 10-3 • a) 0.2% == 7.32 X 10-3 1( 
b) 0.1~ == 3.66 X 10-3 " b) 0.1~ == 3.66 X 10-' " 
0) 0.05~ == 1.8, X 10-' • 0) 0.05% == 1.83 X 10-3 • 
d) O.Oz( :: 1.'2 X 10-4 11 d) 0.02% == 7.32 X 10-4 I[ 
e) O.01~ :: '.66 X 10-4 )1 e) 0.01~ == ,.66 X 10-4 • 
f) O.oo~ == 7.'2 X 10-5 14 f) 0.002% == 7.32 X 10-5 M 
3) L1dooaine-HOl 4) Mepi vaoaine .HOl 
a) 0.2$ == 7.38 X 10-' M a) O.~ == 7.07 X 10-3 II 
b) 0.1~ == ,.69 X 10-3 :I b) 0.1~ == '.54 X 10-' M 
0) 0.05% == 1.85 X 10-' M 0) O.05~ == 1.77 X 10-3 M 
d) 0.0z( == 7.,a X 10-4 • d) 0.02% == 7.01 X 10-4 M 
e) 0.01% == ,.69 X 10-4 1( e) 0.01% == '.54 X 10-4 M 
f) 0.002% == 7.38 X 10-5 • f) O.OO~ == 7.07 X 10-5 • 
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APPElIDn III 
PHOSPHATE BUJ?FER SOLUTIOUS u1>EJ) IN E.~UILIBRIUM DIALYSIS 
EXPERIM:El~S 
l?l! f401ar1tl Ionio Stren~h 
6.8 M/15 0.1'~ 
7.0 M/15 0.148 
7.2 M/15 0.162 
These buffers were prepared by mixing volumes of solutions 
of ftI/15 secondary sodium phosphate (Na~04) and 1:/15 primary 
potassium phosphate (Kf12P04)' in proper proportion, and 
oheoking the pH of the resulting solutions v-dth a pH meter. 
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APPENDIX IV 
FITTING A STRAIGHT LINE TO LINEAR DATA 
All stra1g1::tt lines in a plane are represented by reo-
tangular coordinates by the formula.: 
"3' = mx + b. 
This fo:rm:u.la is oompletely characterized vihen the constants 
m and b have been determined. one method that is used in the 
determination of the constants m and b is the method of least 
squares. In this method. the sum of the squares of deviations 
of given values from the mean is m1n1mized through the methods 
of the calculus to yield values far m and b such that their 
var1abili t"3' about the mean is weighed with respect to both 
their number and their degree of individual variat1on. The 
resulting fcmnulas far m and b are 
m== 
b== 
n~!l -Ixi.l 
nl:x2 - (~x)2 
~x2~J' -~X~if n~i2 - (i%2 
where n == number of paired data values, 
~x = sum of all X, 
~ y == sum of all "3', 
~ x2 = sum of the squares of all x values, 
(~x)2 == square of the sum of all x values, 
and I X3' == sum of the prodtlots of all 
carresp onding pairs' of x and y values. 
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APPB1IDIX V 
DETERMI1iATIOH OF HUl,;lAl! SERUM GA1TMA GL013ULIN MOISTURE CONTElIT 
(Drying to Constant Weight at 1050 centigrade) 
Sample Number 1 
Weight of Weieh1ng Bottle 
and cover 18.:59172g. 
WeiL~t of Undr1ed Globulin 
+ WeiGhing Bottle and Cover 18.48514g. 
Weight of Undried Globulin 0.09342g. 
weieht of Dry Protein + 
Weighing Bottle and Cover 18.47710g. 
Weight of' Dry Prot eiD. 0 .08538g. 
Weight of Water Lost 0.00804g. 
Percentage Water Content 8.61~ 
AveraGe Peroenta8e water 
content of Hu.ma.n Serum Gamma 
Globulin 
2 
17.90194g. 
18.00:526g. 
0.10132g. 
17.99467g. 
0.09273g. 
0.00859g. 
8.48% 
8.55% 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9 ) 
(10) 
(11 ) 
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